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The Gang Phenomenon and
Delinquency

Among

Adolescent Boys

By William Jimmerson Holloway
I

Introduction

A primary concern of the citizens of the United States
the menacing specter of nationwide delinquency and
crime. Octopus like, it wraps its potent tentacles around
all phases of community endeavor, contributing to a steady
deterioration in the social fabric.

is

One of the most tragic aspects of the total situation
the widespread prevalence of juvenile delinquency in our
country a land so abundantly rich in material and spiritual resources. The newspaper, radio, television, and other
media of communication bring us grim reminders of our
feeble efforts to get at the roots of this mode of disorganization. It is a social problem of great magnitude and importance since it saps the virility and reduces the social
usefulness of youth whom we need to prepare for carrying
on the tremendous responsibilities of managing the affairs
of one of the world's great nations.
is

—

Modern research has revealed
among adolescents is committed in

that most delinquency
pairs or groups. This
study deals with male delinquent gangs at adolescence.
Its purposes are three-fold
1.

To analyze the

factors leading to participation in

these gangs.
2.
3.

To investigate the nature of these gangs.
To point out methods of rehabilitation and

pre-

vention.

For many years the field of delinquency and crime
has been considered the exclusive domain of the sociologists. But the complexity of the problem and the widespread social ramifications of its consequences have led to
investigations not only by sociologists, but by psychologists,
psychiatrists, economists,

and

political scientists.

Our democratic ideology impels us to provide all of
our youth with opportunities to develop into wholesome
citizens endowed with wisdom and courage to make our
country better for all. To attain this goal the youth who
compose juvenile gangs must be given special attention.
Sane programs of rehabilitation and prevention are basic
essentials in this process. This study indicates some of the
significant trends in these areas.

^

II

Factors Of Motivation

One of the basic considerations in the problem of juvegangs is an analysis of the factors that cause boys to
become members. What are they seeking? Why is it that
some boys in the same community or even in the same
family become delinquent gang members and others do
not? What kind of community organizational life fosters
the growth of delinquent gangs?

nile

The motives underlying the boy's participation in the
delinquent activities of his gang are essentially like those
observed among members of non-delinquent groups. Like
the non-delinquent he is apparently motivated by those
common and universal desires for recognition, approbation
and esteem of his fellows, stimulation, thrill and excitement, intimate companionship, security and protection.

The

boy's emotional organization, which is in large
his family relationships, is a differentiating factor in the incidence of delinquency. Where
family organization is stable and sound and the social and
emotional needs are met in satisfying manners delinquency
is not likely to occur. But family disorganization is a potent
factor in driving youth to delinquent careers. For when
the family fails to provide means for meeting the basic
social and emotional needs of boys they will turn elsewhere.

measure conditioned by

Healy and Bronner- affirm this explicitly. "It is through
the lack of satisfying human relationships that feelings of
inadequacy, deprivation, or thwarting are created. When
these discomforts are powerfully experienced, the driving
forces of wishes and desires naturally develop into urges
for substitute satisfactions. When the young individual
does not then find satisfactions enough in socially acceptable behavior, he may find an alternative mode of self
expression through seizing upon the idea of delinquency."

The Gluecks^ in Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency state
that the delinquent boys studied were much more victims
of parental indifference and hostility than the non-delinquents and in turn were less attached to their parents. Also
they were regarded with less warmth by their brothers and
sisters. They conclude that "the delinquent boys, far more
than the non-delinquents, grew up in a family atmosphere
not conducive to the development of emotionally well integrated, happy youngsters, conditioned to obedience to legitimate authority." Fifty-six per cent of the delinquent boys
in this study were members of gangs.
^Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence
hart, Inc., 1940), p. 262.

(New York: Farrar and

Rine-

^William Healy and Augustus F. Bronner, New Lights On Delinquency
Its Treatment (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press,

And

1936), p. 20.

'Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency (New
York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), p. 133.

Delinquent gangs usually rise in the deteriorated, slum
areas of cities. Confronted with disorganizing factors within his family circle and in the surrounding environment the
boy so situated finds an easy road to anti-social activities.
Cole^ states that delinquency is fundamentally a method
of securing satisfaction for normal human desires when
the more socially approved avenues of expression are
blocked.
In the deteriorated and disorganized areas of cities
facilities for training and supervision of boys are
meager, the possibilities for the satisfaction of the boy's
desires for recognition, stimulation, companionship and security are limited largely to the spontaneous and undirected
play groups whose standards and activities are often delinquent in character. In many cases only by means of delinquency do boys achieve the recognition and esteem of
their fellows to which they aspire.^

where

In his monumental study, The Gang, Thrasher summarizes the factors of decadence in community organizational
life which play such significant roles in fostering the rise
and growth of delinquent gangs.

The failure of the normally directing and
controlling customs and institutions to function efficiently in the boy's experience is indicated by disintegration of family life, inefficiency of schools, formalism and externality
of religion, corruption and indifference in
local politics, low wages and monotony in occupational activities, unemployment, and lack
of opportunity for wholesome recreation. All
of these factors enter into the picture of the
moral and economic

frontier, and coupled
with deterioration in housing, sanitation, and
other conditions of life in the slums, give the
impression of general disorganization and

decay.®

Thus we have confused, thwarted, emotionally distraught, energetic, insecure youth entangled in a web of
family and community disorganization. Natural urges,
cravings, needs, and wishes must be expressed. If the normal channels of expression are blocked, then the boy will
seek other avenues. Delinquency ofttimes is the easiest
accessible and the most alluring of these.
'Cole, op.

cit.,

p. 349.

Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Social Factors In Juvenile Delinquency (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1931), pp. 191-192.
^Clifford

^Frederic M. Thrasher,
Press, 1927), pp. 37-38.

The Gang

(Chicago:

University of Chicago

Ill

Nature Of Gangs

The adolescent peer group plays a dynamic

role in
significance in an adolescent's development depends in large measure upon its objectives.
social relationships.

Its

The peer group, whether

it is

a neighborhood play group,

a social clique or a delinquent gang, offers the child or
adolescent greater continuity in terms of time, and more
understanding than he finds in most adult directed groups.
Among his age mates he is regarded as a total personality
while in his relationships with adult groups he is merely
regarded as a person in need of some type of training by
the various leaders in the community. Next to the family
in childhood and probably equally with the family during
adolescence, the peer group provides satisfaction of the
basic urges for security in the warmth of friendship and
the sense of adequacy that comes from belonging.

The gang

is not necessarily a delinquent influence,
easily become such without proper leadership
in a socially bad environment. The tendency for boys to
organize themselves into some form of social grouping is
characteristic of all sections of the community. Such grouping constitutes a form of primary group relations. The
main differentiating criteria between delinquent and nondelinquent gangs are cultural traditions, quality of moral
standards and values, and nature of activities.'''

but

it

may

Sullinger^ points out that gangs have potentialities for
evil. But it is only when normal interests fail to be
satisfied in ways harmonious with the established social
mores of the community that delinquency and crime result.
If their activities are properly directed these groups have
possibilities of becoming valuable assets to the community.
Delinquent gangs are oriented to the idealization of the
criminal while the guided group life of social organizations
of youth lead to the selection of models with desirable character traits. The unguided group life of delinquent gangs
leads in quite the opposite direction.

good or

From

delinquent gangs boys acquire

many

anti-social

habits: vulgarity, obscenity, drinking, gambling, truancy,
stealing, purchase of stolen goods. Professor Burgess very
lucidly states the effect of such activities upon the members. **The human being as a member of a social group is
a specimen of it, not primarily, if at all, because of his
physique and temperament but by reason of his particiits purposes and activities. Through communicaand interaction the person acquires the language, tra-

pation in
tion

^S. M. Robinson, Nathan Cohen, and Murray Sachs, "Autonomous
Groups: An Unsolved Problem In Group Loyalties And Conflicts",
Journal of Educational Sociology, XX (1948), pp. 284-290.

Determinants In Juvenile Delinquency (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1936), pp. 62-63.
^T. Earl Sullinger, Social

dition, standards, and practices of his groups."^ Thus are
sown the seeds which accentuate the disorganization of

the individuals of the gang.

Members of delinquent gangs acquire a philosophy of
predicated upon the idealization of underworld values.
They tend to interpret life in terms of a simple fatalism
from a criminalistic point of view. They feel that the cards
are stacked against them and resort to delinquency and
crime to balance the books. This type of philosophy is
manifested in a kind of courageous aggression which often
leads them to foolishly place limb and life in jeopardy.
life

Many anti-social attitudes evolve from delinquent
gangs and become a part of the social organization of the
members. There are attitudes of hostility toward the police,
the truant officer, and the outsider in general. Likewise
attitudes develop which give sanction to gambling, stealing,
purchase of stolen goods and other illicit acts. Then there
is a protective and sympathetic attitude toward the criminal
offender and attitudes of admiration and respect for those
who have raised themselves above the general economic
level of the community through participation in delinquency, crime, and racketeering.
Like conventional social groups these gangs demand
rigid conformity to their codes and ideals on the part of all
members. Intense loyalty, especially in face of opposition
from the outside, is a marked characteristic and unifying
influence of gang life.
If delinquent gangs are so fraught with peril
the individual and so antagonistic to the well being of
ciety one is prone to inquire just what the gang offers
boy that is so powerful and compelling. This phase of
gang phenomenon nov/ demands our attention.

for
so-

the
the

The gang offers a substitute for what society fails to
give and provides a welcome relief from intense supervision.
It thus fills a gap and affords an escape from the general
routine of life. It is distinctly a world all its own far removed from the humdrum existence of the average citizen.
Life in the gang is often rough and untamed yet packed
with appeal for the adventurous desires of adolescents.
The gang
lin states

satisfies the boy's

need for friendship. Conk-

that:

Without a friend in whom to confide
there must inevitably be much repression with
tendencies to those distortions of personality
which repression may effect. Friendship thus
provides a means of expression, of catharsis.
'^Clifford Shaw, The Jack Roller: A Delinquent Boy's
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1930), p. 187.

Own

Story (Chi-

There

in

is

it

all of

the psychological values

of confession.
.

.

.

And

in like

manner the

intimacies

and loyalties of friendship may serve to enhance and establish tendencies in one to lead
and to dominate and in the other to submit
and to follow.
^*^

Gang life also provides the means for satisfying many
of the urges or desires of youth. These include opportunity
for display, for activity, for thrill, for leadership, for the
consciousness of power, for a type of security, and for the
approval of one's own acts and achievements.
Thrasher^^ has analyzed eight appealing and significant experiences of boys in delinquent gangs:
1.

Sheer physical activity of a random

sort.

2.
Games and gambling affording thrill and relief
from dullness and routine. (These games include Hide and

Seek, Tag, Leapfrog, Horseshoes, Run-sheep-run, Fingers
Down, Cops and Rolbbers, cards, dominoes, crapshooting,
Parchesi, checkers, and Lotto.)
3.

Stealing for sport as well as revenue.

4.

Patronage of commercialized recreation, particurooms and cheap movies.

larly the pool
5.

Sports, particularly football

new

and boxing, offering

experiences and escape from ennui.
some as well as popular outlet.)

(This

Loafing, particularly in lulls between
6.
ing enterprises.
7.

8.

is

a whole-

more

excit-

Use of tobacco.
Consumption of alcoholic beverages.

"The fundamental fact about the gang," says Thrashboys who become its members
a fund of energy that is undirected and uncontrolled by
any socially desirable pattern, and gives to that energy
er^- "is that it finds in the

an opportunity for expression in the freest, the most spontaneous and elemental manner possible, and at the same
time intensifies all the natural impulses by the process of
cumulative stimulation."
In such a world of thrilling activities it can be readily
seen that most of the programs of constructive youth
agencies pale into insignificant tameness and drabness by
comparison. Gradually the gang usurps the time given to

^"Edmund S. Conklin, Principles of Adolescent Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1946), pp. 189-190.
'^

^Thrasher, op.

cit.,

pp. 84-101.

^Ubid., p. 101.
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—
school, home, and
est of the boy.

work

until

it

becomes the primary

inter-

Workers with gangs must take due cognizance of the
satisfying experiences which gangs offer and the
powerful ties which bind the boy to his gang. This is basic
in the formulation of any plans for treatment and pre-

many

vention.

IV

Social Control

Of Delinquent Juvenile Gangs

Since delinquent gangs of adolescents are inimical to
the best interests of the individuals involved and the larger
community group, society has taken steps to control them.
Unfortunately, we have yet to evolve satisfactory protection measures against this complex phenomenon. There is
no royal road to success in treatment and preventive processes. Our efforts in the present and future must capitalize upon all of the techniques that psychology, psychiatry, and sociology can produce. So vital is this problem to
our total welfare that an "all out" program is essential.

An analysis of the process of control must logically
lead to an explosion of two "myths" currently and commonly held by many who work with youth. The first is
that the total destruction of the gang augurs for the best
welfare of the individuals involved and society at large.
The second is that organized recreation will prevent delinquency. Evidence to the contrary is heavily weighed
against these theories as will be revealed subsequently.
Reeducation of the gang members is basic in the treatment process. To be effective it must be rooted in the
community with natural leaders known and respected in
the community utilized to the full. Superimposed stereotyped programs of recreation and group work must be replaced by dynamic programs which are vital and practical
to the participant. Programs of re-education must be significant, so glamorous, so well led and so naturally established as to be as attractive as the spontaneous activities
of the gang. As Thrasher, Chambers, Burgess, Shaw and
others who have worked successfully with gangs powerthe gang members themselves must be permitfully urge
ted to do the planning and managing under proper adult
guidance. Much of the success of rehabilitative work in
New York and Chicago has been attributed to the combination of gang and community leadership in conjunction with

who purposely remained in the background.
Adults who work with gangs should tackle their duties
with marked humility and open-mindedness. There are no
ready made answers for any one situation. Ingenious, creative, intelligent leadership is an absolute necessity if progress is to be made in this very difficult aspect of human

trained specialists

11

behavior and

human

relationships. Haydon's word of adpaii; of the creed of all who seek to
aid these youth in the process of their readjustment.

become a

\ice should

Those who would help
vor must come

in

such an endea-

down

off the pedestals of professional training, superior economic status,
and adulthood, and throw in their lot with
those whom they seek to influence. They
must leave cloistered offices and join forces
with the residents on the scene of the prob-

They must discard preconceived programs based on external standards to make
room for adaptations to local conditions.
Informality must be theu' watchword. Their
professional vanity must give way to sincerity
of purpose. Only through this procedure will
lem.

.

.

.

they be able to use their advantages in life for
the common welfare. In so doing, they find
out that their own re-education is just as significant as the education of others. ^^
Destruction of gangs

is

not the key to social control.

Chambers who has worked extensively with gangs in New
York City states that "experience has taught me that any
attempt to break up the gang formation is doomed to failure. The sense of security the gang affords its members
cannot be discounted. For its members will develop even
more fear and hostility when that security is threatened.
It is

on

necessary, therefore, not to discard the gang, but build
as a unit and redirect its energies into constructive

it

activities."^*

Robinson, Cohen, and Sachs warn that "in trying to
break up gangs, social authorities are frequently breaking
up the only medium through which the members can enjoy social relationships, thus creating a fresh problem for
themselves, for human beings cannot live without social
relationships.^-^

Redirecting the gang turns out to be a problem of reorientation of values and giving life positive and constructive meaning for its members. The approach must be positive
not a new chapter in the process of setting up further
taboos and prohibitions. It is of far greater importance to
lead them to see the meaning of what society wants them
to do and its relationship to some rational scheme of life.

—

^

^Edward M. Havdon, Re-education And Delinquency, Journal

of Social

Issues, I No. 3 (1945), p. 32.

i^Bradford Chambers, "Approach To The Gang", Survey, 80 (1944), pp.
256-258.
^

^Robinson, Cohen and Sachs, op.

cit., p.

12

155.

Chambers makes the following suggestions
rehabilitation of gangs
1.

govern

Keep the

them

boys' group organization and let

it.

3.

Form athletic clubs and civic
Let members plan activities.

4.

Bring

2.

to effect the

:^^

in

star

athletes

leagues.

whom

they respect

and

idolize.
5.

Show motion

pictures of collegiate and professional

athletic contests.

Group leaders should be trained to use individual as
well as group therapeutic techniques. For a crucial problem in working with gangs is the individual's adjustment.
Scientific treatment must be in terms not only of his gang
but also the familj^ school, church, and neighborhood. For
the real problem of working with boys in delinquent gangs
is to re-direct their energies into channels that will contribute to their optimum development and further the best
interests of all of the other gi'oups in the community with
which they are affiliated.
Solomon^' feels that it is nonsense to claim that recreation can cure delinquency because there are so many important aspects involved that recreation at its best cannot
touch or affect. Youth commit anti-social acts for reasons
quite uni'elated to the whole field of recreational work.
Thrasher^^ contends that the common assumption that
the problem of delinquency can be solved by multiplying
playgrounds and social centers is erroneous. "The physical
layout of gangland provides a realm of adventure with

which no playground can compete. The real problem

is

one

of developing in these areas or introducing into them leaders who can organize the play of the boys, direct it into
wholesome channels and give it social significance."

In a report on the effect of recreation upon delinin selected Chicago communities McKay^^ concludes
that in all areas studied delinquent boys spent more time
in recreational activities than non-delinquents. Participation in organized recreation represents such a small proportion of the total life experiences of boys that benefits
gained are often counteracted by the more appealing influences of other agencies.

quency

^

^Chambers, op,

cit.,

p. 55.

^^Ben Solomon, "Recreation

And

Delinquency", Journal Of Educational

Sociology, 21 (1948) pp. 284-290.

^*Thrasher, op.

cit.,

p. 494.

i^Henry D. McKay, "The Neighborhood And Child Conduct", The Antials
Of The American Academy Of Political And Social Science, CCDXI,
January 1949, p. 35.
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It is a mistake to attempt to justify recreation in terms
of curing delinquency as is done in so many communities.
Actually, recreation needs no such justification. In the
process of socialization play has a very fundamental role.
It is imperative for us to provide adequate leisure time
activities through which energies and creative urges are
satisfied in ways consistent with prevailing societal values
and mores. This should be the heritage of each child in
each community. Any other procedure is derogatory to
the best interests of the individual, the welfare of the community, and the democratic ideology to which we subscribe.

In the final analysis the most advantageous method of
social control is through prevention. Inherent in any preventive program must be a recognition of the fundamental
fact that adolescent boys have human needs, desires, and
urges which must be satisfied. Any attempt to circumvent
this will result merely in a superficial attack on a complex
problem. Effective preventive programs like effective medical therapy must get at the basis of the problem. To this
all of the agencies
their attention.

task

working with youth should turn

Little progress can be expected in the prevention of
delinquency until family life is strengthened. Parents must
gain insights into the fact that their own emotional attitudes, so often unconsciously motivated, as well as the feeling life of their children, are involved in any behavior pre-

sented. What is needed is a large scale, continuous, pervasive program designed to bring to bear all of the resources of mental hygiene, social work, education and religious and ethical instruction upon the central issues involved. Healy and Bronner and the Gluecks point out that
a tremendous multiplication of psychiatric, social, and educational resources for improving the basic equipment of
present and prospective parents for a wholesome parental
role is an indispensable necessity.

Much has been done

by many schools to aid
Much more needs to be done.

of value

in the process of prevention.

The following are among the more significant and difficult
preventive measures which need to be taken on a continuing
basis
1.

Recognition of potential delinquents early.

Provision of
2.
tional drives of boys.
3.

many

acceptable outlets for the emo-

Greater individualization of instruction on basis of
and emotional needs.

differential abilities, social urges,
4.

Curricular reorganization to provide more life-re-

lated experiences for boys.
5.

Provision of year round social development pro-

grams.
14

6.

Extension and improvement of guidance services.

7.

Reorganization of curricula of teacher training

stitutions to provide prospective teachers with

in-

more useful

techniques for working with individuals and groups.

One of the boldest ventures that the school can take
to conduct a program of publicity to alert the community
concerning the nature and consequences of delinquency and
their responsibility for its control. For delinquency is not
merely a problem for the schools but for all agencies in
the community. The corollary of this would be to provide
is

the leadership necessary for a constructive community attack on the entire problem of delinquency and crime. Thus
the schools would supply a qualitative type of educational
statesmanship so sorely needed in our times.

One of the newer and most promising attacks upon the
problem is the creation of area projects in selected neighborhoods in New York City and Chicago. The plan represents attempts at both rehabilitation and prevention. Its
main provisions are :-^
1.
Employment of a corps of group workers whose
leadership is exercised indirectly. They gain acceptance by
the gang working with them where they are, helping them
locate headquarters providing individual and group guidance, and enriching their activity programs.
2. Employment of an area coordinator to supervise
the group w^orkers and develop contacts w^ith parents and
agencies to secure their cooperation. He is also responsible
for the establishment of a council of gangs for the purpose
of developing a plan of inter-group activity and cooperative relationships.
3.

Formulation of an area conunittee composed of rep-

from the police, schools, social agencies, and
businessmen. This neighborhood committee is responsible
for supervising the coordinator and coordinating the efforts
of all factions in the community.
resentatives

This program is highly significant for it represents an
approach to the problem using the latest scientific techniques. Another primary feature is that it places high
emphasis upon the participation of the residents of the
neighborhood in the planning and operation of the program. And finally, it provides activities the boys like within
the framework of their gang organizations to which they
have become firmly attached. So although these programs
are still in the experimental stages they offer a bulwark of
hope for making constructive inroads upon community attempts to control delinquent adolescent gangs.
-"Ernest W. Burgess, Joseph D. Lohman, and Clifford Shaw, "The Chicago Area Project", Coping With Crime (New York: The National Probation Association, 1937),

p. 10.
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;

V
Many

Conclusion

factors contribute to the rise of juvenile delin-

quent gangs. Among the most significant are: (1) the
blocking of natural urges, cravings, needs, and wishes
(2) family disorganization; and (3) decadence in community organizational life.

Gang

offers adolescents an unparalleled realm of
many of their urges, desires,
and needs. The dynamic role of the adolescent peer group
is a significant factor in social relationships.
When these
groups are delinquent the members acquire many anti-social
habits and values leading to individual and group disorganization.
life

adventure and helps to satisfy

is the most advantageous method of social
Rehabilitation programs for adolescents now in
gangs must utilize the latest available scientific techniques
with adequately trained personnel. It is significant to point
out that destruction of the gang is not the key to social
control and that re-education of gang members is basic in
the treatment process. In order to set up an effective program of social control, a community needs to mobilize all
of the resources of its youth serving agencies under stimulating, creative leadership.

Prevention

control.

The problem of reconstructing the patterns of adolescent delinquent gangs is a potent challenge facing us today.
A wise social investment in money and personnel is absolutely essential if the job is to be well done and this terrific waste of human resources ended. This is a primary
requisite.

What is really appalling is the lethargy and indifference to the whole problem of delinquency and crime, not
merely by legally constituted authorities, but by substantial
citizens all over the country. By failure to take the necessary steps to control this phenomenon we unwittingly contribute to the chaos, disorganization, and deterioration of
our own society. A great "awakening" is truly in order.
Well adjusted, adequately trained, and intelligent
adolescents are our best guarantees that the future policies
and practices of our nation will be farsighted and wise. To
see that this goal is achieved is our inescapable responsibility.
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The Status of Audio-Visual Education
Programs

in

High Schools

Accredited Negro
in

Georgia

By William H. M. Bowens
Although

fifty years have elapsed since the establishof the St. Louis Educational Museum in 1905 (generally regarded as the first administrative unit for visual
education to be organized in a public school system in the
United States) provisions for adequate audio-visual programs are still nonexistent in certain states and local school
systems. When one considers the fact that America's schools
have had more than a half century to develop such programs, there is indeed cause for alarm.

ment

a report on the status of audio-visual education
Negro high schools. The
specific purposes of the survey were to (1) determine
whether or not the schools on the accredited list have organized audio-visual programs; (2) indicate what kinds
of equipment and materials these schools have and whether
or not the amount of equipment and materials owned are
adequate to effectively serve their needs; (3) determine
how materials, particularly projected materials, is procured; (4) indicate the specific functions of the audiovisual education programs in these schools; (5) determine
how the audio-visual programs in these schools are financed
and whether or not a specific and adequate budget is allocated to finance each of their programs; (6) indicate to
what extent the use of audio-visual materials is promoted
among in-service teachers; and (7) determine methods of
developing and long-range plans for improving present
programs.

This

programs

is

in Georgia's accredited

The instrument used was a three and one-half page
checklist-type questionnaire, mailed directly to the principals of the eighty accredited Negro high schools. Although certain sections of each questionnaire were unanswered, all 49 questionnaires returned were usable.
The questionnaires were mailed to the eighty schools
January, 1955. Thirty-nine schools replied by March 1,
1955, at which time follow-up letters were sent to the fortyone schools failing to reply. Ten additional returns were
received, making a total of forty-nine or 61.25 per cent.
Final returns were in by March 28, 1955. An additional
return was received after the data were compiled, bringing the total to fifty. This return, though too late to be
included in the report, was examined and found to be
typical of the other forty-nine.
in
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The greatest number of retimis (four), as might be
expected, was received from heavily populated Fulton
County; three returns were received from DeKalb County,
which borders Fulton County, and two each from Troup
and Jefferson Counties. One return was received from each
of the thirty-eight remaining counties.

One would normally assume that

counties responding

to the questionnaire would tend to cluster around the Savannah area, however a look at the map on the next page
will show that returns were widely distributed over the entire State, with the gi-eatest number coming from the most
heavily populated areas. In the opinion of the author, geographic distribution could not have been more representative if schedules instead of questionnau'es had been used
for the studv.
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Organization

K

an audio-visual program is to have direction and
must be organized with someone responsible for
In other words, someone must be coits administration.
ordinator or director of such a program. The data showed
that 33 or 67.3 per cent of the responding schools had perstatus,

it

sons delegated as directors of their audio-visual programs.
Of these directors. 21 or 63.6 per cent of them have had
special audio-\isual courses or training. Twenty-one or 63.6
per cent had audio-visual committees. Of these committees
only 13 or 61.9 per cent of the 21 schools with committees
have representatives from all departments or areas (Social
Science, Mathematics, et cetera) within the school. Incidentally, the audio-visual committees may be utilized to
develop school-wide interest in the audio-visual program.
It is also excellent for making certain that all subject matter
areas are represented in the av program, provided it is
composed of at least one representative from every subject-

matter area.
Eight of the responding schools or 16^ per cent stated
that ever\- room in their respective schools were equipped
for using projected audio-visual materials such as slides,
motion pictures, film strips and opaque materials. Twentyfive or 51 per cent of the 49 responding schools stated that
they had one central audio-visual room which was used by
the entire school and thirty-five or 71.4 per cent stated that
they used the school auditorium or assembly-room for teaching purposes, while IS or 36.7 per cent of those replying
stated that the central audio-visual room or center was
located in the auditorium. Even though the individual classroom is the most desirable place in which to use all types
of audio-visual materials, only eight or 16.3 per cent have
every classroom equipped for audio-visual use. The data
seem to indicate that far too many schools use central projection rooms and the auditorium. According to a DA\T
(Department of Audio- Visual Instruction of the National
Education Association), pamphlet on the audio-visual
center:

The center is not. as erroneously supposed by some school planners, a classroom
selected by some mysterious process and
designated as the room to which all classes
desiring to see pictui-es are assigned. Such
rooms are a hindrance to the school program
and have been condemned by modem educators.

Neither is the center merely a place
where films are obtained and showings scheduled. While the center assists the classroom
teacher in making optimum use of motion
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^

pictures,

:

:

it

is

not a motion picture centered

operation.^

The Audio-Visual Education Association of California
makes the following statement with reference to auditoriums and special projection rooms
Special projection rooms can never be
solution for the roomconditioning problem. One special room is
usually more costly to build and equip than
darkening and ventilating many individual
classrooms. Audio-visual materials are most
effective when used in the regular classrooms
as an integral part of the classwork.
Auditorium use is acceptable for special purposes
and occasions such as Fire Prevention Week,
Washington's Birthday, or Arbor Day. But,
in general, the place for instructional materials is where instruction takes place. ... In
the regular classroom, and not in the Auditorium.

more than a temporary

.

.

.

While 63.3 per cent of the 49 responding schools had
more than one building on their campuses, only 22.4 per
cent replied that they had at least one room in each building which was used for audio-visual purposes. This, of
course, tends to make for difficulty in serving teachers
audio-visually in these situations. As previously stated, special projection rooms or central audio-visual rooms, since
they can only serve one or two classes at a time, do not
serve adequately the needs of instruction. Special rooms
create the problem of scheduling. If, however, special
rooms must be used, where there are several buildings on
a campus, at least one classroom in each building, rather
than one classroom for several buildings, can best serve
the needs of instruction.

What, then, is the purpose of the audio-visual center?
According to Weaver and Bollinger the purpose of the
Visual Aids Center is
A. To serve as a distributing center for visual mateincluding films, slides, charts, models, displays and other instructional materials with special eye appeal.

rials

B.

To provide information concerning sources of teaching aids and in that way act as a clearing house
for this material.

AV

In^Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: No. 3,
structional Materials Center (Department of Audio-Visual Instruction
of the National Education Association), Washington, D. C, 1954. pp. 5-6.

-Setting Up Your Audio-Visual Education Program (Audio- Visual Education Association of California), Stanford University Press, 1949, pp.
16-17.
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:

:

C.

To repair and maintain

all

equipment used

in the

schools of the system.

D. To encourage the use of visual material by group
meetings and by contact with individual instructors.
E.

To recommend

for purchase equipment that will be
helpful in the effective teaching of specific sub-

jects.

F.

To plan for adequate training

of teachers in the

use of projection equipment.^

Even though these purposes apply to a city or county
audio-visual center, they may well be adapted to the individual school center.
In an audio-visual education program, adequate space
and facilities for inspecting, servicing, making minor repairs
on equipment and storing materials and equipment is a
must if effective utilization is to occur. In the words of
McKown and Roberts
If the audio-visual center is to be a real
center of audio-visual interests, policies, and
hence
activities, it must be suitably housed
one of the first duties of the director will be
to work with the school administrator and the
audio-visual committee in selecting appropriate rooms and properly equipping them.
The place chosen should be centrally located,
and whether a single room or several rooms,
it should include sufficient space for (1) library, (2) previews and laboratory activities,
(3) repairs and maintenance, and (4) stor;

age.^

Persons answering the questionnaires were asked to
where their audio-visual materials and equipment
were housed. Fourteen schools stated that equipment and

state

materials were housed in the principal's office, twelve, in
the library, four, in the library and four in the classroom,
and only two in rooms especially set aside for this purpose.
Others were housed in the book room, the conference room,
the auditorium and the audio-visual room. This seems to be
in keeping with trends in smaller schools, however, this
does not mean that the principal's office and a corner of
the library are the most desirable places to house the audiovisual center. Nevertheless, certain advantages are derived
in the small school with a limited av budget from this

arrangement. According to

McKown and

Roberts

^Gilbert G. Weaver and Elroy W. Bollinger Visual Aids: Their Construction and Use (New York, 1949), pp. 292-93.

^Harry
tion

C.

McKown and

(New York,

Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids

1949), p. 551.
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Instruc-

:

In the smaller school systems or schools
the audio-visual center may occupy a portion
of the principal's office or a corner of the library. In fact, there is a definite trend in the
direction of the latter arrangement, the library staff being responsible for checking
equipment and materials in and out the same
way in which it checks books. In such a settime student help can be used to good advanclerical work, distribution, maintage in
tenance, and in other ways assisting librarians
.

.

.

and teachers.^

Equipment
Perhaps the most widely used standards for minimum
audio-visual equipment needs today are those set up by a
Committee on Visual Aids of the American Council on Education in 1944. They are as follows:^
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

One 16mm. sound projector for every 200 students
One filmstrip projector for every 200 students
One 2" x 2" projector for every 400 students
One 314" X 4" projector for every 400 students
One set of 35 stereoscopes for every 400 elementary pupils

6.
7.
8.

One opaque projector for each school
One table-type radio for each classroom
One two-speed, portable 16-in. transcription

player (complete with speaker) for each 200 students,
or one per building where enrollment is less than

200
9.

One microphone for use with playback or projector for each school

10.

Wall type screens or suitable projection surface
for each classroom, or one per building where
enrollment

is

less

than 200

The following additional equipment is desirable
Sound filmstrip projector
1.
2.
One wire or tape magnetic recorder
3.

4.

A
A

sixteen-inch disc recorder
central sound system

^Ibid.

''Seaton, Helen Hardt, A Measure for Audio-Visual Progratns in Schools,
American Council on Education, Wash., D. C, 1944, pp. 36-37; quoted
in James S. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques (New York,

1950), p. 544.
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:

5.

A

:

portable public address system

6.

Additional microphones

7.

Photographic equipment

8.

making lantern slides
Overhead projector
Microfilm reader and micro-projector
Maps and globes for every classroom
Radios equipped for both AM and FM reception

9.

10.
11.
12.

Kits for

Possible future equipment recommendations
1.

Facsimile receiver

2.

Television receiver

The data showed that the 49 schools responding owned
more 16 mm sound motion picture projects (despite small
budgets in all cases), silent filmstrip projector, record players, microphones, radios, public address systems and tape
recorders (in the order stated) than any other type of
equipment. Total pieces of equipment reported and the
percentages of schools owning this equipment is shown in
the following Table

TABLE I— EQUIPMENT OWNED BY 49 GEORGIA NEGRO
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS
^Total

Number

Equipment
Sound Motion Picture Projectors, 16mm
**Filmstrip Projectors, Silent, 35mm
Record Players
Microphones
Radios
Public Address Systems
Tape Recorders
Combination Filmstrips & 2" x 2" Slide
Projectors

Opaque Projectors
Disc Recoi'ders
Still Picture Cameras
Central Sound Systems

Lantern Slide Projectors, 3%"x4"
Slide Projectors, 2" x 2"
Motion Picture Cameras
Combination Opaque & 3^/4" x 4" Slide

* Total number of pieces of equipment in the 49
**One school with an enrollment of 625 had six.

Owning

No. Percentage

51
50
49
43
28
26
25

46
36
37
27
15
23
24

93.9
73.5
75.5
55.1
30.6
46.9

17
9

14
9

7
7
7
4
3
3

5
7
7

28.6
18.4
10.2
14.3
14.3

2

Projectors

Schools

4

49

3
3

8.2
6.1
6.1

2

4.1

schools.

While only 4.1 per cent or 2 of the responding schools
had no motion picture projector, none of the 49 schools had
all of the minimum equipment recommended by the American Council on Education. One school with an enrollment
23

—

of 625 students had 6 filmstrip projectors
enough for 1200
students according to the ACOE Recommendations. The
only other equipment listed by this school was one motion
picture projector and one tape recorder. This might indicate that equipment needs have not been carefully deter-

mined by

this school.

Perhaps the school which more nearly approached the
ideal situation was one in Thomas County which had an
enrollment of 325 students. Its equipment consisted of two
filmstrip projectors; two motion picture projectors; two

tape recorders; two record players; two microphones; one
combination 2" x 2" lantern slide and filmstrip projector
and one public address system.
In addition, every room (23 altogether) in the several
buildings on its campus was equipped for using projected
audio-visual materials and there was a coordinator for each
building.

Normally, one would assume that the schools in the
metropolitan counties would have more equipment than
those in the rural. This, however, is not true, according to
the data. Seven or 14.3 per cent of the 49 responding
schools had enrollments above 1,000. These seven schools
with a total enrollment of 10,008 listed only seven filmstrip projectors and eleven motion picture projectors, or
one filmstrip projector for every 1,429 students and one
motion picture projector for every 909 students. Not one
of these schools had more than two of each type of projector; most had one. A few had three pieces of some
items of equipment one had six radios for more than 36
classrooms and another had five microphones. In the main,
however, their equipment was very inadequate according
to American Council on Education recommendations. Another interesting fact is that only one of these seven metropolitan schools indicated that they received any money
from the State for audio-visual purposes, despite the fact
that the State has available a matching fund for av edu;

cation.
It is a well-known fact that many schools have successfully put audio-visual programs into operation through
the use of certain teacher-produced materials such as
posters, charts, flannelboards, still pictures and bulletin

boards, which are much cheaper than projection machines,
motion pictures and filmstrips. These, nevertheless, cost
something; they cannot be produced for nothing.

Of the teacher-produced materials, posters and charts
to be the most widely used among the 49 responding
schools. Thirty-eight or 77.6 per cent make and use teachermade posters and charts. Exclusive of posters and charts,
the data indicate that very few teacher-produced materials
are used.

seem
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Although only three or 6.1 per cent of the 49 schools
have photographic darkrooms, eight or 16.3 per cent produce still photographs for teaching purposes; six or 12.2
per cent produce 2" x 2" photographic slides; three or 6.1
per cent produce filmstrips; five or 10.2 per cent produce
314" X 4" handmade lantern slides and although only three
or 6.1 per cent own motion picture cameras, seven or 14.3
per cent produce motion pictures for teaching purposes and
ten or 20.4 per cent produce motion pictures for extracurricular activities.

Indubitably, these schools need to look into the possiproviding for more of the less expensive audiovisual teaching tools such as lantern slides, photographic
slides, flannelboards, bulletin boards, still pictures, exhibits
bility of

and numerous

others.

Procurement Of Materials

One
program

most important aspects of an audio-visual
having the right materials get to the right
place at the right time in short, procurement of materials.
of the
is

;

It is interesting to note that 32 or 65.3 per cent of the
49 responding schools use the services of the Georgia State
Department Film Library and that 85 or 71.4 per cent use
motion picture film on a free loan basis. This is understandable when one knows that the State Department Library makes its services available for ten dollars per school
year and that businesses, government agencies and other
institutions lend film with no charge except two-way

postage.

On the other hand, the data indicate that far too few
schools utilize the audio-visual services of the city or the
county boards of education. Only 10 or 20.4 per cent
reported that they use film and other materials from their
city or county boards. Only one or two per cent of the
schools buys some filmstrips and one or 2 per cent uses the
services of various film rental libraries.
It is apparent that the majority of the responding
schools use free films, but have made no extensive efforts
to utilize the many excellent and inexpensive materials
available other than films, namely filmstrips, still pictures,
models, charts and posters such as those listed in Sources
of Free and Inexpensive Pictures by Bruce Miller and the
Educators Guide to Free Slidefilms, edited by Mary F.
Horkheimer and John W. Diffor. With such limited budgets
as the 49 responding schools have, according to the data,
free materials possibilities should be thoroughly exhausted.
:

Functions of the Audio-Visual Center

The instructional materials center is a
service agency. Its chief purpose, and its only
25

:

:

is to provide good
learning experiences for pupils and adults of
the community. It is a resource center for
teaching tools, materials and ideas. The personnel and all the materials and other resources made available thru the center, must
be devoted to the improvement of learning

justification for existence

experiences.'^
If, then, the instructional materials center or the audiovisual center exists for the purpose of providing good learning experiences, what are some of the most specific functions of the av center and the av director ? There are, perhaps an infinite number of answers to this question, however, according to a DAVI pamphlet, they are

1.

Stimulating and helping teachers, pupils, and others
make the most of instructional resources.

to
2.

Serving as a resource person for curriculum planning councils and other committees.

3.

Cataloging and organizing materials for use.

4.

Providing for cooperative exchange of services and
materials.

5.

Assisting in formal and informal inservice education.

6.

Assisting in the use of instructional equipment.

7.

Providing mechanical and clerical services.

8.

Producing simple teaching materials.^

The following Table
tions

of the

gives some indication of the funcaudio-visual centers in the 49 responding

schools

TABLE II— FUNCTIONS OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER IN
49 GEORGIA SCHOOLS
Yes

To
To

6.

service high school classes using visual aids -...
assist high school teachers in the selection of
audio-visual materials
To conduct a promotional program in the most
effective methods of using audio-visual materials
in high school classes
To provide photographic services for all high
:
school needs
To assume responsibility for selection and maintenance of all audio-visual equipment
To assist teachers in the production of audio-visual

7.

materials
Others

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

No

NA*

35

1

13

35

1

13

26

5

18

3

13

33

22

5

22

2

47

*No answer.

AV

''Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials : No. 3
Instructional Materials Center (Department of Audio- Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association) Washington, D. C, 1954, p. 5.
,

Hhid., pp. 14-15.
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From the data, it is evident that in-service programs
of teacher-education in the use of audio-visual materials
and equipment are sadly lacking. Assistance in maintaining and selecting equipment and materials is, according to
the data, another weak functional aspect of the av programs of the 49 responding schools. And, perhaps, the
weakest functional aspect is that of assisting teachers in
the production of audio-visual materials. This should be
one of the strongest aspects since most of these schools
have small enrollments and small budgets, if any, for audiovisual education.
Budgets

The audio-visual program, like other phases of the
school program, must be adequately financed. In too many
instances the audio-visual program is treated as a "stepchild" insofar as an adequate budget is concerned. Apparently many of the shortcomings of audio-visual programs in
Georgia's accredited Negro high schools stem from the lack
of funds. At least the data seemed to indicate this.
The data showed that only six or 12.2 per cent of the
responding schools had budgets specifically earmarked for
audio-visual purposes. In addition, three or 6.1 per cent
indicated that they used or were authorized to use library
funds to buy audio-visual equipment and materials. Nine
or 18.4 per cent stated specific budget amounts (See Table
IV). Ten or 20.4 per cent stated flatly that they had no
budget. Twenty-seven or 55.1 per cent gave no answer to
the question, "Do you have an audio-visual aids budget?",
however their replies to other questions on budget indicated that they had no specific budget for audio-visual programs. In other words, 43 or 87.8 per cent of the responding have no audio-visual budgets
How, then, can these
schools be expected to have any type of working audiovisual progi'am? As Kinder puts it:
!

No audio-visual program can become a
dynamic and integral part of the school's educational program unless budgetary provision
is

made

for

it.

Teachers cannot be expected

to provide films, records, or maps from their
own resources, nor will catch-as-catch-can financing accomplish more than a flutter. Visual supplies and equipment cost money and
must be set up in the school budget along
with such items as lathes, books, globes, and

balances ... If the administration is convinced of the value of the program, there is
usually a way to finance it. Timid people
Superintendents
usually get timid results
have been known to purchase one motion-picture projector for a building of fifty class.
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rooms when it is evident that a single projector cannot serve anything like that number.
In some cases, one projector is even expected
to take turns between two or more buildings.
Under such conditions, teachers become discouraged, and what equipment is owned is
not used, or a handful of energetic teachers
monopolize it completely.^

Furthermore, it is significant that only one or 2 per
cent of the responding schools felt that its budget was
sufficient to meet the needs of the audio-visual program.
In other words, there is an awareness that audio-visual
programs are necessary. Twenty or 40.8 per cent felt that
they did not have sufficient funds for an adequate program and 28 or 57.2 per cent did not answer the question
of whether or not their budgets were adequate.

The questions were asked, "Do you receive any monies
from the State, City or County for audio-visual aids?", and
"Do you have an audio-visual aids budget?" Twenty-two
or 44.8 per cent answered "Yes" to the first question and,
as stated above, only six or 12.2 per cent answered "Yes"
second question. Apparently, the inconsistency in
answering these two questions stems from the fact that of
the 22 schools receiving funds for audio-visual purposes
only six felt they were adequate enough to be termed,
to the

"budgets."
Audio-visual budgets may be computed on a per teacher basis, a per pupil basis, a per pupil in average daily
attendance basis, a per building basis, a fixed per cent of
the total budget basis and a per school basis within a given
school system. The following Table indicates how the responding schools answered the question, "On what basis is
your audio-visual budget determined, per pupil or per
teacher? Please indicate any other basis of determining
your audio-visual budget."

TABLE III— BASES FOR DETERMINING THE AV BUDGETS OF
49 GEORGIA SCHOOLS
Number
Per Pupil
Per Teacher
Per School Proration
* Matching Fund

:..-.

— City Board of Education

By Superintendent's Office
Buy as Requested if Money
No Particular Basis

Available

Depends on Need
Usually Get What's Requested
Flat Allotment for Department
* State

Percentage

4

8.20
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Department of Audio- Visual Education Matching Fund.

S. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques
1950), pp. 551-52.

^James
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(New York,

:

;

Based Upon Request
Need and Availability of Funds

2.04
2.04
61.20
6.14
2.04

1
1

No Answer

30

None

3

No Budget

1

It is interesting to note that only one school makes use
of the audio-visual education Matching Fund provided by
the State Department of Education.

The responding schools listed several methods of raising
funds with which to purchase audio-visual equipment and
with which to finance the audio-visual program. Only 19
or 38.7 per cent of the responding schools answered the
question, "From what source (s) do you get your audiovisual budget?" Six or 31.6 per cent of the 19 schools
answering this question listed more than one source. Ten
or 52.6 per cent of the 19 schools answering this question
received some funds from the local board of education and
seven or 36.7 per cent of the 19 schools raised funds through
paid school programs and drives. Other sources listed were
pupil fees, one P.T.A., one county library allotment, one
National Board, Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., one and community groups, one. It simply boils down to this Audiovisual materials and equipment, according to the data received, are not being adequately provided for in the regular
school budget. As McClusky states
;

;

:

Audio-visual materials should be paid for
out of regular school budgets and not by raising funds through candy sales, et cetera.
Audio-visual education should be a part of
the budget, just as is the library and laboratory equipment.^"

What are audio-visual programs costing in the nine
schools stating specific amounts spent for audio-visual education? As Table IV shows, on a per pupil basis, expenditures vary from 3.1 cents to $1,544.
TABLE IV— BUDGETS OF AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAMS IN NINE
GEORGIA NEGRO ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS, 1954-55
Per Pupil
Expenditure

Total

Budget
$5
150
150
200
85
100
50
26

Not stated

En7'ollment
324
278
427
803
540
779
450
830
431

$1,544
54^
35.1^
*25^
15.7^
12.8(^

ll.U
s.u
* *$1.60

per teacher

* Stated as 254 per pupil: actually 24.9 «J per pupil.
** Number of teachers not listed.

^°F. Dean McClusky, Audio-Visual Teaching Techniques (Dubuque, Iowa,
1949), p. 96.
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How do the per pupil expenditures shown in Table IV
compare with per pupil expenditures in other studies? In
1945 a study by a committee appointed by the Educational
Film Library Association to survey audio-visual budget
practices of 14 city school systems, two county school systems, one state department of education, four public libraries and seven colleges and universities revealed a per pupil
expenditure of from 61/2^ to 60^. Frye, reporting for the
committee stated, "Those of us who have been confronted
by operational budgets which include purchases and maintenance

know

that 60^ per pupil

is

a niggardly allowance. ^^

According to Kinder, See and Hear magazine made a
survey of schools in 18 cities throughout the United States
in 1950 and found that per pupil expenditures for audiovisual education for the 18 cities ranged from 15^ to $4.31
with a mean expenditure of $1.83 per pupil. ^^ Miss Helen
H. Seaton, Executive Secretary of the Committee on VisualAids of the American Council on Education suggests that
one per cent of the annual per-pupil expenditure be used
as a minimum figure for the audio-visual program. ^^ Kinder
states

The plan suggested by Miss Seaton would
work somewhat in this fashion for a hypo-

A

school budget of $18,000,000
for a school system of 75,000 pupils would
show a per pupil cost of $240. The one per
cent criterion would then yield an audiovisual budget of $2.40 per pupil, which is in
line with the better budget situations
thetical case.

.

[Reported

in the

See and Hear

.

.

studies].^'*

The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association at its national meeting in
Atlantic City, New Jersey in 1950, held a panel discussion
of audio-visual budgets by directors of audio-visual education and school superintendents. Kinder points out that the
panel concluded that a minimum audio-visual program
would cost $50 per teacher and that a good program would
cost approximately $150 per teacher.^^

What

can Georgia's Negro High Schools do to improve

I'^Lester C. Frye, "Report of Committee on Financing An Audio-Visual
Aids Program," See and Hear, 1:30-31, January, 1946, quoted in James
S. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques (New York, 1950),
p.

556.

^"Kinder, Ibid.
^^ Seaton, Helen Hardt, A Measure for Audio-Visual Programs in Schools,
American Council on Education, Wash., D. C, 1944, p. 40; quoted in

Kinder, Loc.
^* Kinder,
^

cit.

Loc.

cit.

^Kinder, Loc.

cit.
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their audio-visual budget situation? Perhaps the following
quote from a DAVI pamphlet can best answer this question

Experience has shown that, when the
individual school cannot satisfy all needs, a
central materials center serving a group of
schools is the most satisfactory answer. Usually these central materials centers serve city
or county school systems. They provide all
schools in their service area with a wider
range of instructional materials than can be
afforded by an individual school and make
possible efficient and economical programs of
improved utilization of instructional materials.^^

In other words these schools should check very thoroughly the audio-visual resources of the county or the city
board of education. Many Georgia counties and cities have
complete audio-visual departments. In those counties and
cities where none exist, of course, the problem is more
complex, particularly when schools have limited budgets.
The situation is not hopeless, however, when no city or
county departments of audio-visual education exist. With
limited budgets raised through school drives, P.T.A. and
other sources in the school and the community, schools
should build a collection of such inexpensive audio-visual
materials as maps, charts, recordings, slides and slide-making materials, filmstrips, still pictures (many of which may
be secured free), bulletin boards, specimens, special chalkboard aids such as tracing paper, blackboard rulers and

others and exhibit materials.

Promotional Programs

An audio-visual program, like any other aspect of an
educational program, should have some provisions for informing the uninformed as well as keeping the informed
up-to-date on new techniques and new equipment and materials. In the audio—visual program this function is provided for through in-service teacher education. A visual
handbook prepared by the Audio-Visual Education Association of California leaders in audio-visual education at
all levels suggests the following check-list for in-service
teacher education
1.

Give demonstrations on the use of materials and
equipment before teacher groups, or at faculty
meetings.

2.

Supervise use within the classroom.

3.

Permit teachers to observe other teachers

^'''Planning Schools for

Use of Audio-Visual Materials, Op.
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audio-visual materials well in your school
elsewhere.
4.

and

Keep teachers informed concerning new materials,
equipment, and new ways of use, and give them
teachers' guides and manuals.

5.

Preview materials in gi'oups together and discuss
worth and possible use.
Encourage the production of slides, photographs,
and other simple aids,

their
6.

7.

Train teachers to use equipment with confidence.

8.

Encourage teachers

to join professional organiza-

tions.
9.

Encourage teachers to take summer session classes
and attend workshops and institutes in audiovisual education.

10.

Help individual teachers by telling them about
the materials they can use, and suggest ways of
using them.

11.

Bring in outside experts
late teacher interest.^'

who can inform and

stimu-

The schools surveyed were asked to comment on their
in-service training programs. Twenty-one or 42.9 per cent
of the 49 responding schools gave no answer to this query.
Of the 28 or 57.2 per cent commenting on their in-service
progi'ams, several indicated that they used varying methods
while others, through such answers as "Teachers are encouraged to secure films that are related to their work. As
far as possible films are pre-viewed before they are shown
to the class. Follow-up discussions are encouraged," indicated that they believe the motion picture is the audiovisual program.

The most widely used methods

of in-service training

responding schools is through group discussions by
teacher-groups and at faculty meetings. Eleven or 22.4 per
cent use these methods. Four or 8.2 per cent use demonstrations; two or 4.1 per cent use pre-planning conferences
and three or 6.1 per cent use in-service training meetings.
Other methods indicated were the use of consultative services of the State Department of Education, lectures, displays, discussions in faculty meetings by the audio-visual
committee, giving each teacher an audio-visual notebook
and teaching them on an individual basis how to use audioin the

visual materials, and referring teachers to catalogues of
audio-visual materials in the school library.

Nothing was said about urging teachers to join professional audio-visual organizations, permitting teachers to
^''Setting

Up

Youi- Andio-Visual Education Progravx, Op.,
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observe other teachers who use audio-visual equipment well,
encouraging teachers to take summer session classes and
attend workshops and institutes in audio-visual education,
supervising use within the classroom, giving teachers' guides
and manuals and encouraging the production of such simple aids as slides, photogi-aphs and other simple aids. Most
teachers own inexpensive cameras. Perhaps the formation
of camera clubs would encourage these teachers to learn
something about photography and thereby make it possible
for many of them to produce photographic slides and useful still pictures. Other encouraging and beneficial outlets
in the audio-visual field are also available their use should
;

be encouraged.
Plans for Developing Audio-Visual Programs

Businessmen as a gi^oup, perhaps, know better than
any other single group in our society that a successful enterprise is the result of careful and thoughtful planning on a
long-term basis. As indicated in this suiwey, most schools
are not able to finance a complete audio-visual program in
a single year.

Much

time

is

required to develop in teachers

and administrators an understanding and appreciation of
the function of audio-visual materials in a school program.
Thus, the audio-visual program should be developed over
a long period of time, which means long-term planning.
Goals should be established and each year budgetary appropriations should be made with a view toward eventually
achieving these goals.

Goals cannot be achieved when the budget is fluctuatGoals cannot be achieved when schools must depend
primarily upon P.T.A. funds, fund-raising campaigns and
school drives of various kinds for their audio-visual budgets,
because it is never known from one year to the next how
much money will be available. In short, it is the responsibility of those who plan school budgets to include in their
budgetary provisions, enough money to adequately finance
a good audio-visual program.
ing.

What is the status of the 49 schools answering the
survey questionnaires with reference to plans for future
development of their audio-visual programs? Twenty-seven
or 55.1 per cent gave no answer to this vital question. Seven
or 14.3 per cent of the responding schools indicated that
they plan to develop better programs as soon as funds and
facilities are available they gave no indication of how soon
that would be or what they were doing to get more funds
and better facilities. One school replied that it had no
organized program, that the need for audio-visual education was realized, that several of its staff members had,
had special audio-visual training but weren't given the time
to help administer the program and that everj^ effoi-t was
;
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made to
teachers.

serve

the

audio-visual

Another school indicated that
in

requests

its

of

individual

program was better

1953-54 than during the current 1954-55 school year,

due to overcrowded conditions. Certainly,

this situation

is

evidence of a lack of long-range audio-visual planning.
Still

another school indicated that plans had been

made

to buy a tape recorder, a slide projector, to instruct teachers
in the making of handmade lantern slides and to emphasize
proper techniques of film utilization. Two schools flatly

blamed the boards of education, pointing out that the
boards should assume their responsibilities in providing
adequate budgets for audio-visual materials and equipment.
One school is presently conducting a campaign to provide
darkening facilities for every classroom in order that teachers will not have to leave their individual classrooms to

make

use of projected materials.

In a day when everyone generally agrees that audiovisual education is a must in an effective program of instruction, it seems from the data that very few schools
have definite, long-range plans of development for their
audio-visual programs.

Conclusions
1.
Even though 67.3 per cent of the schools replying
have persons delegated as audio-visual directors, the data
seem to indicate that these 33 schools do not have adequate
programs, due, first of all, to the lack of adequate budgets,
and secondly, to a lack of trained audio-visual directors or

directors who are
organizations and

members or professional audio-visual
who seize every opportunity, through
workshops, institutes and summer school courses, to improve their audio-visual knowledge. Twenty-one or 68.6
of the 33 directors have had no special audio-visual training or courses in audio-visual education, and, apparently
are not members of any professional audio-visual organization.
2. Not a single school has even the minimum equipment recommended by the American Council on Education.

Furthermore, with such limited budgets, none of the responding schools have explored the possibilities of centering their programs around inexpensive, teacher-produced
and school-produced materials. There seems to be a general feeling on tlie part of those answering the questionnaire that an audio-visual program consists only of motion
pictures, filmstrips and other projected materials. There
is a wide variety of non-projected, free and inexpensive
materials readily available which, apparently, these schools
have not looked into.
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As far as procurement of materials is concerned,
3.
most schools responding use the services of the State Department of Education Film Library and a large number
use film on a free loan basis. Not enough of them, however,
utilize the services of city and county boards of education,
nor is any extensive effort made to procure other types of
free materials according to the data.
4.
Insofar as function is concerned a majority of the
responding schools assume no responsibility in assisting
teachers in the production of audio-visual materials. Most
of them, however, assist teachers in selecting and effectively

utilizing available materials.

Only one school or 2 per cent of the responding
5.
schools had anything which approaches an adequate budget. Herein lies the basis, in part at least, for many other
shortcomings of the programs of the responding schools.
Apparently, most of the responding schools are
6.
aware of the needs of in-service training programs in promoting interest and effective utilization of audio-visual
materials, however, none of them have complete and full
in-service training programs. Some indicated they have no
in-service programs at all. Audio-visual education has stood
the test; it is an accepted, integrated part of better school
systems everywhere.

Examination of the data seem to reveal that most
7.
of the responding schools have no real plans for developing
future programs. The data indicated that the best programs
have no long-range, well-laid plans for future development.
Every responding school seems aware of the need for longrange planning. At least two asked for help in this area.
Generally, the metropolitan area schools seems to
8.
be lagging behind the schools in smaller communities. One
would normally assume the opposite to be true.

Recommendations
1.

Every school should develop a long-range audioupon careful study of its audio-

visual program plan based
visual needs.

Every school should carefully explore audio-visual
possibilities with its local board of education as
well as the State. Every school should study very carefully
the provisions of the State Department of Education AudioVisual Matching Fund. A well-developed, long-range plan
should help to convince Superintendents of the need for
adequate audio-visual budgets. In short, if they must be
sold, sell them.
2.

budget

3.

Better and more varied in-service programs should

be developed.
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4. All types of audio-visual materials should be included in the audio-visual program, not just films and filmstrips and other projected materials.

The ultimate goal

of all schools should be -to do
central audio-visual projection rooms for use by
the entire school, and by all means the auditorium should
not be utilized for teaching classroom subjects. Every room
should be ultimately equipped for the use of all kinds of
audio-visual materials.
5.

away with

Teachers and audio-visual directors should be urged
6.
to join professional audio-visual organizations and to attend
summer workshops, institutes and classes in audio-visual
education.
7.
Every community should be carefully surveyed for
audio-visual education possibilities. For example, there are
many field trip possibilities in or near every community.
Some of the larger communities have museums with all
types of objects, specimens and models and other materials.

Someone should be appointed to coordinate the
8.
audio-visual program in every school in order to give it
leadership and direction. In cases where there are several
buildings on the campus, a coordinator should be appointed
for each building. Wittich and Schuller point out that:
In urban communities or in centralized
school districts with over 1500 pupils an
audio-visual director seems an important and
completely justified administrative appointee.^^

In any event, even though the enrollment is much
smaller than 1500 pupils, a part-time director or coordinator for each building should be appointed and given a
reduced teaching load to enable him to carry out his duties.
9.
More schools should have audio-visual committees.
Such committees are invaluable in helping to work out effective, long-range programs, provided they are composed
of representatives from all major subject-matter areas.

i«W. A. Wittich and C. F. Schuller, Andio-Visual Materials: Their
Nature and Use (New York, 1953), p. 522.
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A

Study of the Community Services

of the Libraries in the State-Supported

Negro Colleges and

Universities

Approved by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools
By Madeline

G. Harrison, Luella Hawkins, and
Althea M. Williams*

The relationship which exists between the colleges and
their communities has long been recognized by educators.
More than a century ago President Francis Wayland^ of
quoted in Edgar W. Knight, What College Presidents Say (Chapel Hill:
Brown University set the object of the college as the intellectual cultivation of the community. In recent years not
only educators but interested citizens have shown increasing concern for the interrelationship between the colleges
and their communities. In 1953, President Fred S. Hultz^
of North Dakota Agricultural College wrote that the public
colleges and universities have aptly been named the people's college because their services to all the people are so
inclusive. These delineations on the responsibility of the
college to its community were expanded by The President's
Commission on Higher Education:

American colleges and universities must
envision a much larger role for higher education in the national life. They can no longer
consider themselves merely the instrument for
producing an intellectual elite they must become the means by which every citizen,
youth, and adult is enabled and encouraged to
carry his education, formal and informal, as
far as his native capacities permit.
;

*The writers are indebted to Dr. Joan L. Gordon for assistance in the
preparation of this manuscript.
^Francis Wayland, Thoughts on the Present Collegiate System in the
United States (Boston: Gould, Kendall and Lincoln, 1842), p, 50, as
The University of North Carolina Press, 1940), p. 263.

-Fred S. Hultz, "The College as an Effective Community Asset". Proceedings, The Association of Governing Boards of State Universities and
Allied Institutions. 31st Annual Meeting, November 30-Decemher 6,
1953, p. 61.
^United States President's Commission on Higher Education, Higher
Education for American DeTnocracy (Washington: W. S. Government
Printing Office, 1947),

1,

101.
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A college that commits itself to serve the community
must have agencies through which it can implement the
program. The library, quite aptly called the intellectual
center of the college, is in a strategic position to execute
one phase of this extra-mural activity. Many libraries have
strengthened the community programs of their colleges by
providing reference and lending service to non-students, by
participating in community projects, distributing reading
lists to both the general public and the alumni, and by cooperating with other libraries both on the professional and
reader levels.

Like the whole college, the library with its contribucommunity has been singled out for increased
study during the last few years. Arthur T. Hamlin, Executive Secretary of the Association of College and Reference
Libraries, showed concern for the problem in his 1953-54
Annual Report:

tion to the

ACRL

should give more attention to the
responsibility of the college library to the
reading community beyond the campus gates.
Too frequently in the past our college
libraries have not taken part in movements to
extend or improve public library services, or
to promote federal legislation which will ease
the labors of other libraries.'^
.

.

.

The subject is given further impetus by Cole's^ survey
which revealed that the area of Public Relations and Extension Services was one of the fifteen most frequently
mentioned out of a suggested one hundred and thirty-nine
library problems.

These points of view, and similar ones with reference
need to explore the community services of the libraries, motivated the writers to undertake the present study.
An additional source of motivation came from the fact that
non-students were increasingly demanding the services of
the library in which the authors are employed. Accordingly, the extra-mural services of Savannah State College
Library have been expanded. However, it was felt that a
survey of what was being done in similar institutions would
enable them to plan a more effective program.
to the

These sources of interest constitute the frame of reference in developing the present study. Accordingly, the
study purposes (1) to discuss the lending practices in libraries of state-supported institutions; (2) to show the correlation between library resources and loans made to the
*Arthur T. Hamlin, "The ACRL Annual Report, 1953-54", College and
Research Libraries, XVI (January, 1955), 79.
^Dorothy Ethlyn Cole, "Areas for Research and Investigation in the
College Library Field", College and Research Libraries, IX (October,
1950), 328.
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;

non-student community; (3) to show the number of volumes
borrowed in proportion to the number of potential patrons
(4) to discuss the resources of the libraries in terms of
their present extra-mural activities and their capacity to
expand them; (5) to discuss the service rendered by other
libraries in the communities where these college libraries
are located.

The procedure used in obtaining the necessary data to
develop these purposes will be explained in the following
paragraphs. The twenty-one colleges and universities*' selected for this study are publicly supported, located within
the southern states and approved by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Questionnaires
and covering letters were sent to the librarians of these
colleges and to the State Librarians of the eleven states in
which these colleges are located. Information was requested for the fiscal year 1953-1954 on resources of the
library, budget for books, periodicals and non-book materials,

number

and student

of progressional librarians, clerical assistants
assistants, college enrollment, other library fa-

the community and community services offered
Of the twenty-one questionnaires sent to
were returned. All of the State Libraries
responded.
cilities in

by the

library.
colleges, twenty

For statements of policy in the college's relations with
the community, the catalog of each institution was checked.
Comparative statistics were secured from "College and University Library Statistics, 1953-54".'^ The number of potential borrowers was taken from the United States Census
of Population, 1950.^
Preliminary to analyzing the data obtained primarily
it is deemed significant to direct attention to the manner in which the expression "community service" will be used in the present study. "Community Service", in regard to the library, is also referred
to as extra-mural service, or extension service and can be

by means of questionnaires,

''Alabama State College for Negroes; Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College; Albany State College, Georgia; Alcorn Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Mississippi (Did not respond.)
Agricultural
and Technical College, North Carolina; Elizabeth City State Teachers
College, North Carolina; Fayetteville State Teachers College, North
Carolina; Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University; Fort Valley
State College, Georgia; Grambling College, Louisiana; Jackson College,
Mississippi; Kentucky State College; North Carolina College at Durham; Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College, Texas; Savannah State College, Georgia; South Carolina State Agricultural and Mechanical College; Southern University, Louisiana; Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State University; Texas Southern University; Virginia State College; Winston-Salem Teachers College, North Carolina.
;

"'College and University Library Statistics, 1953-54", College and Research Libraries, XVI, (January, 1955) 37-5.3

^U. S. Census, 1950, Vol. II: Population, passim.
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defined as ''the supplying of books and reference aid to
organizations and individuals outside the campus by the
general library or a library connected with an extension
department".^
In order to avoid duplication, a check was made for
any previous studies covering the subject. Library Literature^*^ showed that only five detailed studies had been completed from 1921 to 1954. Helmrich's study^^ covered nine
universities in Oregon, Washington, Montana, and Idaho.
Snider's thesis^- covered thirteen Canadian Universities.
Fifty-eight private, co-educational, four-year degi'ee-gr anting colleges, located in cities of less than 100,000 population (1940 census), and accredited by the North Central

Association were studied by Stickle. ^^ Vagt^'* surveyed
twenty-nine Texas junior college libraries. Wolf's study^-^
is a bibliogi'aphic survey of the available published material which is indexed in Library Literature covering the
period from 1921 to June 1950. on the subject of college
and university library extension services. In addition to
these completed works, "Studies in Progi'ess" in recent
issues of College and Research Libraries listed one title in
preparation.^'^

The only available study that covered Negro

college
located within the geographical limitations of
the present study is the incidental report on the subject
made by Gleason in her survey The Southern Negro and the
Public Library.^' However, several studies of the community services of individual libraries in Negi'o colleges
were located. One is a study of the program of the Tallalibraries

-'Elizabeth H. Thompson, A.L.A. Glossary
American Library Association, 1934), p.

of Library

Terms (Chicago:

55.

i^Library Literature, 1921-1955. (New York: The H. W. Wilson Company)
i^Harold Ernst Helmrich, "Relationship of State Universities and LandGrant colleges in the Pacific Northwest to State- Wide Library Service"
(Uunpublished Library thesis for degree MSLS, Columbia University,
.

June, 1939).
1- Winifred Snider, "Extramural Library Service in Libraries and Extension Departments of Canadian Universities" (Unpublished Library
thesis for degree MSLS, Columbia University, February, 1948.)
i^Xellie Reherda Stickle. "Community Service Programs of Selected College Libraries" (Unpublished Library thesis for degree MSLS, Columbia
University, June, 1951).
i^John Paul Vagt. "Community Services of Texas Junior College Libraries" (Unpublished MSLS thesis, The University of Texas, May,

1953).

i^Marjorie Ann Wolf. "Library Extension Services of the Colleges and
Universities of the United States. A Bibliographic Survey" (Unpublished Master's Project, School of Library Science, Western Reserve
University, June, 1951).
i^George M. Rawlev, "The Public Service of College Libraries in Texas"
(Incomplete, February, 1955, MSLS thesis. The University of Texas).
I'Eliza Atkins Gleason, The Southern Negro and the Public Library
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1941) pp. 168-1821.
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dega College Library which, has been referred to as one of
the best examples of community services and planning that
^*
is in existence today.

The general plan for developing this report will include
a discussion of the following topics: (1) the existing policies of community services in the college and universities
studied; (2) resources of the library; (3) the service to all
non-students; (4) services to alumni and (5) findings.

At this point it seems significant to direct attention
to the fact that the tables included in the study are presented to graphically illustrate our findings. However, in
the majority of instances, the statistical analysis of the findings is based on the raw data (furnished by replies to questionnaires)

from which the tables were compiled.

Community Relations

of the College

college or university must decide what its obligato its immediate community and how it will meet
that obligation. The listing of objectives is no guarantee of
perfoiTTiance. But if these objectives are stated, they help
to clarify the position that the institution takes.

The

tion

is

Information on these stated objectives was available
for eighteen of the colleges and universities. Six included
the information in their bulletins. Two of these had the
statement of communitv seiwice under THE LIBRARY,
three placed it under GENERAL INFORMATION and one
carried the material under the heading DIVISION OF EXTENDED SERVICES. Twelve, or 66.7 per cent of the colleges had no statements in theu' bulletins. The librarian
of one of these colleges wrote that although there was no
statement in their catalog, it can be assumed that the implementation of a program of service to obtain the objectives would call for community services by all divisions of
the college. Catalogs of two of the institutions were not
available and no replies were received when letters were
sent requesting this information.

Resources of the Library
Since the primary function of the library of an institution of higher learning is that of seiwice to its immediate
faculty and student body, any additional work it might decide to do is contingent upon the resources available beyond this specific function. These resources include the
book stock, periodicals, non-book materials, budget and professional staff.

Adequacy

of the

book stock

is

perhaps the most im-

^®R. S. Burgess, "This College Library Faces
Journal, LXXIII (October 15, 1948), 1479.
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its

Community", Library

portant element in a consideration of the service rendered
by a library. Increase in size indicates the library's capacity
to close existing gaps in its holdings and to keep abreast
of current materials. However, a satisfactory measurement
of this item is difficult to obtain. A listing of the number
of volumes fails to indicate which fields are strong or weak,
but such a count may help to point the way in which improved service can be offered. Numerical evidence indicating the number of volumes in the libraries included in
the present study is presented in Table 1. The largest
number of volumes owned by any library reporting was
76,000; the lowest was 16,122 while the median figure

TABLE 1— NUMBER OF VOLUMES IN LIBRARIES OF TWENTY
STATE SUPPORTED NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

No. of Volumes
Less than 20,000

No. Libraries
3
4
2
4
4
2
1

20,000 - 29,999
30,000 - 39,999
40,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 59,999
60,000 - 59,999
70,000 or more

Percentage
15
20
10
20
20
10
5

was 40,879. In "College and University Library Statistics,
1953-54",^^ The American Library Association reports statistical information for seventy college libraries whose total
budgets are less than $33,000. The high number of volumes
for this group was 157,888, the low 17,729 and the median
50,966. According to these figures, the size of the collections in the college libraries in this study is far below the

nationally reported size.
Periodicals are a necessary part of a library's holdings
so that the students and faculty members can be kept aware
of the current developments in the fields of instruction,
research and news of general interest. The libraries were
asked to report the number of periodicals which they received. No indication was made as to whether the periodicals were received by gift or subscription. Neither was information asked as to the fields which the periodicals covered. The periodicals holdings of the twenty college libraries are presented in Table 2. These libraries reported a

TABLE 2— PERIODICALS CURRENTLY RECEIVED BY LIBRARIES IN TWENTY STATE SUPPORTED NEGRO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
No. Periodicals
Under 200
200 - 299
300
400
500
600
^^ College

-

-

399
499
599
699

No. Libraries

Percentage

....

2
6
4
1

5

..^

4
3

20
15

....

and Research Libraries,

op.
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cit.,

p. 46.

10
80
20

—
high of 696 periodicals, a low of 193 and the median 335.5.
The American Library Association reported these figures
from the returns of seventy libraries: high 611, median
125.-'^ Of the libraries in the present study, only
272, low
two come up to the national figure, but the lowest number
of periodicals received is higher than the corresponding na-

—

—

tional one.

Modern library resources also include miscellaneous
stock such as records, films and filmstrips. The libraries
were asked to indicate whether these materials were available. Eleven libraries reported owning some of all of these
materials. Six libraries have records in their collections,
six have films and seven have filmstrips. Nine libraries
failed to check any of the answers. Only three libraries
own equipment for using these non-book materials. Two
libraries indicated that all such materials are serviced
through the Audio-Visual Center of the Department of
Education.
Information on non-book materials was not given in
the American Library Association statistics so that no comparison can be made.

A

major portion of the responsibility for adequate
library service is a trained library staff. An inadequate
staff clearly cannot be expected to add an appreciable
amount of extra mural service to their already overloaded
schedule. Of the nineteen colleges reporting, only one library had twelve professional librarians, and one library
reported only one librarian. Eleven libraries had four or
fewer librarians, five libraries had from five to nine librarians, while only three employed more that ten full-time
librarians. The high figure was twelve, the median four,
and the low was one. The number of librarians employed
by these colleges seems to be in direct proportion to the
number of volumes owned. That is, the libraries with the
largest number of volumes employ more librarians.

A

glance at the national figures as reported by the
of the
staffs represented in this study fall around the median
figure in the national survey. Of the sixty-nine colleges
reporting, the high figure is four, the low is one, and the

American Library Association indicates that most

median

two.^^

The adequacy of service given by a library depends
very heavily on the size of the annual budget. A small
budget allows for the purchase of few of the available
current publications. Of the twenty libraries returning
questionnaires, two failed to report their budgets and one
library was outside the American Library Association figure
20 Op. cit., p. 46.

Op.

cit., p.

45.
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of $33,000. On the basis of the information supplied by
the informants with reference to their budgets for 19531954, the figures presented in Table 3 were compiled. The

TABLE 3— BUDGET (1953-1954) FOR BOOKS, PERIODICALS,
NON-BOOK MATERIALS OF LIBRARIES IN EIGHTEEN STATE SUPPORTED NEGRO COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES

Budget

No. Libraries

Below $5000.00
5,000- 9,999
10,000-14.999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-29,999
30,000-34,999
35,000-39,999

Percentage

1

5.5

5

2
2
4

27.8
11.1
11.1
22.2

3

16.6

1

5.5

highest budget reported was $38,000. This figure was
above the category of The American Library Association
schedule used. Of the remaining figures the high was
$31,821.65, the low $3,700.00 and median $17,000. The
budget figures of The American Library Association for
schools of this size for 1953-54 are high $14,815, median
$5,910 and low $2,485.-- These figures are based on returns from seventy college libraries whose total budgets are
less than $33,000.
Service to the Non-Student

Community

Although the statistics gathered in the survey cannot
give a complete picture of a library's work with its nonstudent community, they can help in the evaluation if cautiously interpreted.
All of the twenty libraries studied extended library
privileges to their non-student community.
One library
qualified this with "on limited basis", two stated that books

only were loaned, one that books could be used only in
the library but qualified this restriction by saying that a
$5 deposit was required if books were taken for use outside
the library.
Fifteen or 78.9 per cent of the nineteen libraries which
checked the section on fees reported that no charge was
made for this service. Two charged a $5 deposit, one
charged two cents per day and one charged transportation
only. The one library that neglected to check this section
had previously reported that no fee was charged for loans
to alumni so it is rather likely that the same policy is followed for all non-student borrowers. Thirteen or 86.7 per
cent of the fifteen libraries charging no fees reported that
they had experienced no difficulty in getting material returned. Only two reported losses and they were small.
~^0p.

cit.,

p. 47.
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Geographical limitations on these privileges were set
fifteen or 75 per cent of the twenty libraries. Thirteen
of these limited to the immediate community and two
limited to the state although one qualified this by noting

by

"usually".

Only six or 30 per cent of the twenty libraries extended
service to all age groups
children in the elementary grades
and below, high school students, other college students, and
adults. Eighteen or 90 per cent would lend to adults, one
qualified this statement with "through library of particular
school", another noted "to faculty", and another "to teachers in the public schools". In the light of previous answers
indicating that all of the libraries gave service to the non-

—

student community, it seems likely that the two libraries
which did not check this category overlooked it. Twelve
or 60 per cent of the libraries would lend to high school
students, one noted that all lending to them was through
their school libraries and another set the limit "in library
only". Only seven or 35 per cent permitted school children
to borrow. College students from other institutions fared
better as seventeen or 85 per cent of the libraries permitted
them to use their resources. Only two placed any limitations on this service. One permitted use of materials in the
library only and the other would lend to them only through
interlibrary loan.

Three or 15.8 per cent of the nineteen libraries kept
separate records of these extra-mural loans. (Figures reported for one library had to be thrown out as loans to their
faculty members were included). Ten libraries gave estimates of books loaned while six gave no figures. The three
libraries which recorded their circulation reported 190, 411,
and 1788 volumes borrowed. Estimates of volumes loaned
ran from a high of 600 to a low of twenty with the median
of sixty-five.

One of Vagt's conclusions in his study of Texas Junior
College Libraries is certainly applicable to the libraries in
this survey.
Most of the libraries surveyed do not
keep a separate record of circulation to noncollege patrons, the figures given are esti-

mates by the librarians and must therefore
be cautiously interpreted. -^

Although the highest circulation figure reported was
given by a library having over 60,000 volumes and a budget
of more than $30,000 for books, magazines, and other reading materials, no consistent correlation could be established
between size of collection and budget, and the number of
volumes loaned to non-students. One library in the same
^^Vagt, op.

cit.,

p. 37.
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budget class made the least number of loans while two
libraries with slightly more than 30,000 volumes and book
budgets between $5,000 and 89,999 loaned the next two
highest number of volumes recorded. The tabulation in
Table 4 shows the number of books loaned with reference
to the library budget and total number of volumes.

TABLE 4— NUMBER OF BOOKS LOANED TO NON-STUDENTS,
BUDGET AND BOOK STOCK OF LIBRARIES IN THIRTEEN STATE SUPPORTED NEGRO COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES*
Xumber

Books
Loaned
of

20
20
25
30
60
70
190
225
300
411
520
600
1788

Budget for Books,
Periodicals, NonBook Materials
$30,000 - 34,999
20,000 - 24,999
5.000- 9,999

20,000-24,999
5,000- 9,999
15,000-19.999
20,000-24,999
20,000-24,999

Below
.-

-

5,000

15,000-19.999
5,000- 9,999
5,000- 9,999
30,000-34,999

Volumes

in

Library
40,000
60,000

-

-

49,999
69.999

20,000-29,999
40,000-49,999
20,000-29,999
40,000-49,999
50.000-59,999
Less than 20,000
20,000

-

29,000

20,000-29.999
30,000-39,999
30,000-39.999
60,000-69,999

*Only libraries which submitted recorded or estimated circulation
tistics

sta-

are represented here.

Some of the libraries have widened their collections
beyond the usual books and magazines so that they are
able to offer their patrons many of the audio-visual aids.
Eight or 72.7 per cent of the eleven libraries which own
these materials permit non-students to borrow them.

The library staff is, of course, the vital link between
the communit}^ and the resources in the library. Unless
they have a positive attitude toward service to the community there is no program or if one is wished on them it
will be passive instead of dynamic. Fortunately, all the
librarians reported that they believed that the staff has a
responsibility to the non-student community. One. however,
qualified this with "to a limited degree".
Eighteen or 90 per cent indicated that the staff met
this responsibility not only by work with the non-student
in their libraries but by participation in community activities and community sponsored projects. Sixteen of these
listed the following: (in order of frequency) civic organi-

zations, church organizations,

YMCA or YWCA,

community

welfare organizations, PTA, schools. Book Clubs,
and Scouts. Further cooperation in sponsoring community
projects was shown by these libraries. All of the eleven
libraries reporting that they had conference rooms permitted community groups to use them.

libraries,
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Although service is given to their non-college public
twenty of the colleges studied, only five or 25 per
cent indicated that they made any use of publicity methods
to advertise the service. Bulletins, clubs, schools, forums
and adult education programs were the media used by these

by

all

five to disseminate this information.

The libraries in this study failed to acquaint the pubwith their lending services as did those in other surveys.
Stickle-^ found that of the fifty-eight libraries studied only
four released information on borrowing privileges for offcampus readers. While Helmrich-^ discovered that only
two of the nine universities studied made the most use of
lic

publicity

is

methods

to advertise this service.

A community's need for service from a college library
modified by that service which is received from other

sources— state, regional or local public libraries. Within
this limited study it is impossible to measure either the
total quantity or quality of service given by these agencies.
However, the writers assumed that several sources of library service were open to the communities in which the
were located. To determine their existence
but not to measure their adequacy a section of the questionnaire to both the college librarians and the state librarians covered these agencies.
college studied

Eighteen or 90 per cent of the twenty libraries studied
reported that public library service was available in their
communities. One librarian reported that although there
was a public library no service was given to Negroes. The
other librarian states that there was no public library in
the community. The adequacy of these libraries could not
be determined as only five of the college librarians gave
estimates or actual count of the volumes in these public
libraries. These estimates ran from a low of 10,000 to a
high of 200,000 volumes. Ten or 50 per cent of the libraries
indicated that these public libraries gave bookmobile service. Eight of these reported that they served both children

and

adults.

Twelve or 60 per cent of the twenty libraries studied
stated that the schools in their vicinity did not have adequate libraries. Eight or 40 per cent considered their
school libraries adequate. Only six or 50 per cent of the
twelve libraries stating that their communities had inadequate school libraries permitted elementary school children
to use the resources of the college libraries. However, nine
or 75 per cent of these twelve offered service to high school
students.
Five or 25 per cent of the libraries noted that another
-* Stickle, op. cit., p. 22.
2

5Helmrich, op.

cit.,

p. 182.
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Negro college library was located

in their

immediate com-

munity.
It was apparent from the data gathered that the presence or absence of other library facilities in the community
did not seem to be a factor in determining the number of
books that were circulated by the several libraries. To
substantiate this it might be noted that the library reporting the largest number of books borrowed was in a community which was fortunate enough to have all these other
library agencies
adequate school libraries, medium size
public library, and another college library.

—

Service to

Alumni

An ideal plan for loans to alumni should be as unrestricted as the one set up several years ago at Oberlin College. In order to draw on this library's 500,000 volumes,
alumni everywhere have only to drop a card or letter of
request in the mail, stating name, address, and books desired.-*^ While Oberlin's plan is worthy of emulation, many
institutions find that any service they might be able to offer
their alumni is inadequate because of the many limiting
factors listed by Lyle in his discussion of lending privileges
to graduates or former students.
Every effort should be made to furnish
alumni with technical and scholarly works
which they may need in industrial research
or professional work. In a number of libraries
alumni are permitted to borrow from the general collection, books not required by students

where considerable service is
given it is largely with graduates living in
the community or nearby towns. Library
policy in making loans to alumni is affected
by library facilities in the region, the size of
the library, and by the demand for books by
students and faculty.-"
or faculty

.

.

.

In order to measure the service given alumni by the
college libraries in this study, one section of the questionnaire was devoted to borrowing by this extra-mural group.
The statistics presented in the previous section of this
study covered all non-student borrowing; consequently, the
number of volumes reported here as loaned to alumni
should not be considered as additional loans but as part
of the total picture. The presentation of the data follows
the organization of the questionnaire.
-•^H.

Vail Deale,

letin

XXIV

-''Guy Lyle,

"You Can Do

It

In College, Too," WiIso7i Library Bul-

(March, 1950), 514.

The Adviinistration of the College Library (New York:

H. W. Wilson Company, 1944), pp. 148-149.
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An alumni reading list published separately or included in the alumni bulletin of the college is one avenue
used by many libraries to keep their former students in
touch with the intellectual world of books. To the question,
Do you publish an alumni reading list? nineteen or 95 per
cent of the twenty libraries answered No, only one library
answered Yes. This library reported that the list is published separately from the alumni bulletin and is distributed
through the mail.
Do you permit alumni to borrow directly books and
magazines? To this question, nineteen or 95 per cent report that they allow this privilege, one library does not
permit such loans. One library indicated that these loans
were made on a very limited basis, and another stated that
only books were permitted to be taken from the library.

Do you

limit (geographically) the borrowing by
Of the
yes, indicate the appropriate zone.
nineteen libraries permitting loans to alumni, thirteen or
68.4 per cent stated that they have no geographical limitations, while six reported that they do limit their loans.
The limitations reported were four limited the service to
the immediate community and two limited it to the state.

alumni?

If

—

Is there a fee charged for this privilege? If no fee is
charged, have you had any difficulty in getting the books
returned ? Of the nineteen libraries making loans to alumni,
sixteen or 84.2 per cent reported that no fee is charged
for this privilege, while three libraries reported a fee. One
stated that the charge is $5, another that only transportation was charged, and the third library gave no information concerning the fee. One library which had previously
stated that a fee was charged for the non-student borrower
did not check this section on alumni fees.

Nine or 56.2 per cent of the sixteen libraries charging
no fee reported that they had no difficulty in getting library
materials returned. Five of these libraries stated that they

had some

and estimated their losses as 25, 25,
of the libraries which reported charging no
fee did not answer the question regarding the return of
materials.
5,

5, 2.

difficulty

Two

Do you keep a separate record of books borrowed by
alumni? Fifteen or 78.9 per cent of the nineteen libraries
extending borrowing privileges to alumni stated that no
separate record is kept of these loans. Three libraries kept
separate records. One library did not answer this part of
the questionnaire. The three libraries which gave recorded
figures for circulation to alumni listed 279, 150, and "an
average of 35" annually. Only seven libraries ventured to
make estimates on the volumes loaned to their alumni.
These estimates ran from a high of 500 to a low of 15, with
40 as the median.
49

While only one library indicated that the loans were
to alumni on a very limited basis, it is safe to assume
that most of the lending service to alumni is restricted.

made

One tacit evidence of this is the high percentage (95) of
the libraries that do not give any publicity to such service
via an alumni reading list.
Findings

The chief objectives of this study was to present a factual, descriptive account of the community services of the
libraries in the state-supported Negro colleges and universities approved by the Southern Association. In analyzing the data presented in the study the following facts
became evident:
There is uniformity in respect to the fact that all of
the libraries offer some service to their non-student community. Although service is given by all, most limit it to
their immediate communities. This policy is not at variance
with that of most college libraries.

Only two of the libraries charged a deposit so the
matter of fees does not loom as a deterring factor in nonstudent borrowing. Losses were not serious and did not
seem to be an item that would cause the libraries to curtail

any service now offered.
Only a very small percentage of the libraries permitted
age levels to use their resources. The group most discriminated against was elementary school children. However, the very nature of a college book collection often
all

precludes service to children of that age.
All the librarians voted for service to their non-stuThey strengthened this belief by participating in a
number of community activities and community sponsored
projects. They were generous with the facilities of the
library as all who had conference rooms permitted their
use by the public.
dents.

Most often

service is given only on individual request.
policy of lending is not released through publication
by 75 per cent of the libraries. Thus the findings here
indicate that the libraries in the study are following the
pattern of those in other surveys.

The

Most

libraries will lend to their

are made,

alumni when requests

but do not acquaint them with this service

through Alumni Reading

Lists.

libraries did not keep separate statistics on loans
the non-students in their communities.

Most

made to
No

appreciable number of books was borrowed by
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non-students. The presence of other library facilities in the
community did not seem to be a factor in determining the
number of books that were circulated by the several libraries.
The lack of publicity concerning service available
might be a factor here.

From the standpoint of publicity most of the libraries
seemed to follow the policy of their governing bodies as very
few of the colleges published in their catalogs statements
of community responsibility.
Inadequate budgets resulting in small book stocks and
understaffing could be a factor that limited the community
service of the libraries in this study.
In the libraries studied the service to non-students is
essentially the same as that of other libraries in widely

separated

localities.

The evidence also seems to support the assertion advanced by Gleason sixteen years ago community service to

—

non-students

is

a negligible part of the

work

of the college

library.

These findings suggest that there

is a need for the
further explore ways and means of
rendering greater service to non-students, and on the basis
of the findings expand their community services.

libraries studied to
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Concepts of Chinese Culture
(From Selected Works of Pearl Buck)
By Blanton E. Black
This brief monograph relates to facets of Chinese culture expressed in the writings of Pearl Buck. Her's is a
singular attainment as an interpreter of oriental ideology.
Although, she does not establish herself as an authoritarian
analyst of problems of psychology, nor a social reformer
obsessed with the idea of a crusading mission; yet, her's is
a clear and positive preoccupation with problems of social
justice.

In a letter to New York Times, January 15, 1933, she
expressed herself thus: "As to whether I am doing China
a service or not in my books only time can tell.
For
myself I have no sense of mission or of doing any service.
I write because it is my nature to do so, and I can only write
."
what I know and I know nothing but China.
.

.

.

.

.

Her initial fame has eminated from the peculiar charm
and extraordinary popularity of her novels of oriental setting. These works of fiction, however, represent a twilight
ground of literary fringe wherein fact and imagination are
intimately interwoven. Thus, with reference to her Good
Earth,^ she explains "Indeed, it has shaped itself firmly
and swiftly from the events of my life, and its energy was
the anger I felt for the sake of the peasants and the common folk of China, whom I loved and admired, and still
do."- Again, when asked if her characters are real people
her reply is, "A thousand times and again I am asked that
question and of course they are real people, created from
the dust of memory and breathed up by love."'^ Indeed, it
well appears that her fiction is but a skeletal framework
upon which hangs an elaborate tapestry of oriental description and exotic fact; a clear exposure wherein the diversities of life, love, and labor are presented in all their perplexing inconsistencies and disquieting elaborations.
:

Thus, Pearl Buck emphasizes the plight of the peasant,
the pitiless status of women, the vagrancies of flood and
the ravages of famine as well as the misery of migrations,
the decadence of agrarianism, and the irresolvable conflicts
of old versus new philosophies. Her's, too, is a solicitude
for the care of children, as well as a clear critique of racism
and social stratification and an interpretation of that nation's dissolution with and defection from the ideology of
the West and its tragic alliance with Russian communism.
;

;

'^The

Good Earth (New York: Grossett and Dunlap, 1931).
(New York: John Day, 1954), p. 250.

"^My Several Worlds
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Moreover, the shifting scenes of Pearl Buck's maturity
have so fated her to intimately witness the subtle transitions and profound transformations within the fabric of
China's life and customs. Nevertheless, during peaceful
childhood years, we see her completely a part of Old Empire serenity and stability, speaking Chinese prior to her
learning English, the darling of her beloved amah and the
studious desciple of a venerable and elderly Confucian
tutor. Yet, she is rudely thrown into the role of a fugitive
from the fury of the Manchus, and a sojourner among the
peasants. Later she is a student in an American college,
then professor in a Chinese University. In all and through
all, however, she is a sincere friend of China, an ardent
student of its culture, and an astute interpreter of its
ideology.

Uniformity of Chinese Culture

The culture of China is peculiarly naturalistic and
strikingly uniform. This is due to innate psyche as well
as to influences of history and geography.^ Throughout the
long span of China's cultural development its people have
continued to inhabit, basically, without evident desire for
expansion, the same land area of the earth's surface. One's
understanding then of the Chinese cannot be based on a
recognition of divergencies neither of racial origins, and
religious beliefs, nor of political sectionalism. Basically,
they are of one racial type. On one occasion a Chinese
mother expressed herself thus to Pearl Buck "How sorry
I am for American women, because they never know what
color eyes and hair their children will have."^ Their religion they take with an amazing amount of equanamity
Chinese citizen may intermix his reand compromise.
ligious concepts and still meet community approval. One at
:

A

the same time may with perfect aplomb be Buddhist, Confucian and Javist. It is common to find in one family the
scholarly father being Confucianist, the mother adhering
to Buddhism and a son being a desciple of Lao Tzu, the

prophet of Taoism.*^

Moreover, the Chinese are a continental people geographically conditioned by a sufficiency of space and plentitude of areal expanse. This engenders a feeling of naturalism and complacency, namely, an unquestioned freedom to migrate onward or to move elsewhere, yet still
remaining within the confines of the homeland. Such internal migration within the boundaries of China depreciates
the importance of geopolitical diversification, and this in
spite of a long coast line and high mountains. This has
been due to several factors eminently potent and frequently
^What America Means To Me (New York: John Day,
5/6id., p. 68.

'^Several Worlds, p. 317.
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1943), p. 18.

recurring such as floods and famines with their resultant
mass exodus with accentuated inter-regional mingling of the
people. With regards to the latter, military activity, too,
plays its peculiar role, whether due to rampant war lords
from within, or to foreign conquest from without.'^

Changing Patterns of Intellectualism
In spite of its cultural heritage of uniformity, there
exists in China today a ferment of reaction toward the
established patterns of the past. This is particularly expressed in attitudes of resentment directed against classical
Confucian intellectuality. To Pearl Buck, the selection of
the most qualified and able to be national leaders is a distinguishing feature of Chinese culture. The homage and
respect given to the noble and able individual has been
fostered by Confucian ideology extolling the superior man
or princely being whose moral integrity is irreproachable
and impeccable.^ The Chinese Imperial Examinations for
long were designed to select the administrators and governors of the country. The applicants were tested in the fields
of poetry, literature, and history. Pure memory as well as
ability to correlate were emphasized. Those who demonstrated superior attainment became the actual rulers of the
people. Such was the forerunner of the Civil Service Ex-

aminations of England and the United States.^
Classifical scholasticism has developed an aristocracy
of the educated, whose learning emphasized knowledge of
literature and lore of the past. Miserable failure has faced
such leadership, for it has been ill equipped to meet the
pressing problems of contemporary China. Thorough knowledge of techniques of antiquity does not fit one to adequately cope with the problems of modern technocracy in
a dynamic order of social and political transition.

One witnesses, therefore in modern China a tragic resentment and revolt on the part of many against the ideology of Confucians considered by many to be outmoded
and decadent in modern society. Many of the disillusioned
youth of China express their frustration in a refusal of all
pretense at being moral primarily because of the hypocrisy
of their extremely moralistic parents. Pearl Buck interprets such disillusionment thus, "For the soul of man is
born fresh in every child, and there is an age in every creature, unless he is debased too young, when for a time he
sees clearly the difference between truth and falsehood, and
hypocrisy infuriates him."^" Indeed, to many there is the
tragic belief that the ethics of Confucius after the lapse of
Ubid.

^What American Means,
90p. at.,

pp. 74-77.

p. 16.

io/6id., p. 180.
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centuries has become superficial,
ideals corrupt.

its

morals a pretense, and

its

This tragic conflict of generations is shown, too, in the
revolt against the Confucian concept of filial piety extolling
the idea of veneration for the aged, especially elders of the
family. Traditionally this power has been that of both
court and legislature when any of the family needed discipline or had brought dishonor thereto. This attitude is
demonstrated in the Good Earth where the hero, Wang
Lung is a traditionalist maintaining respect for his father's
and uncle's wishes, though the former is a half-wit, and the
latter is a shiftless shyster.^^ Entirely different are the sons
of Wang Lung, who show but a pretense of respectful tolerence while they calmly proceed to discount their father's
wishes in disposal of the family lands. ^^ The Communists
have sown well the seed of discontent in such fertile soils of
.wishing to establish their political
reactionism; and ".
theory, have made their main attack upon the family system, and the measure of the length of their stay will be the
degree to which they are able to separate the members of
the family from each other and thus to destroy the fabric
which has kept China alive, functioning and vital for centuries after her contemporaries in history were dead."^^
.

Patterns of Love and Marriage

—

"Any healthy young woman
healthy young man and both can fulfill
their duty to life.
Older persons can certainly choose
better for the race than the young ones can for themselves." ^* The traditional concept of marriage in China is
that the man does not expect his wife to be his romantic
companion. 1^ One looks to one's male friends for intellectual companionship and to the ''singing girls" of the tea
houses for romantic interludes. Thus under the traditional
pattern there is a threefold division of a mans' emotional
life: a wife for the home, a concubine for passionate response, and a friend, normally made to share ideas, dreams,
and hopes. Two dramatic illustrations of the above are presented in the private life of Dr. Liang of Pearl Buck's
Kinfolk and an analogous situation in the private life of
the intellectual Madam Wu in Pavilion of Women.
The arranged marriage

may marry any

.

Marriage

is

.

.

an imperative coertion for every Chinese
she chooses or not; and child bearing is

woman whether
^^Good Earth,

p. 222.

^Uhid., p. 312.
^^ Several

Worlds,

p. 123.

Women (New York:
Man Who Changed Chhia (New

i*r/ie Pavilion of

John Day, 1946),

^^The

York: Random House, 1953), pp.

147

p. 339.

ff.
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her chief function, and has been for thousands of years.
Biology comes first, problems of emotional response and
economic stability are secondary. Courtship is not necessary, neither is there any competitive winning of a beau
and possible future husband. The unmarried woman is
taught to keep herself attractive and presentable, beyond
that, the necessary provision of a husband is the responsibility of the family. 1*^ The bride belongs to the husband
as well as to the husband's family who commonly bears the
expense of the bride's upkeep, for normally, marriage is
consummated before the man is able to support himself and
his wife. The Chinese woman is secure, the ward of her
husband's family. Should her husband leave her a widow,
as daughter-in-law, she still has a fixed place, being assured food and shelter for herself and children in addition
to the defraying of expenses of the childrens' education. ^^

—

Fidelity in marriage
There is rather an elastic concept of marital fidelity in China. Poverty, however, is an
asset to monogamy when the average husband barely earns
enough to support one wife. The hero of The Good Earth,
Wang Lung, exemplifies the extreme poverty of the monogamous peasant. He barely is able to pay the purchase price
of a homely kitchen slave woman. His father comforts him
thus "It is better to be first with an ugly woman than the
Only men of leisure have
hundredth with a beauty.
the need for beautiful women to divert them."^^ Should
fortune smile, however, a concubine is to be expected. So,
too, does Wang Lung take to himself a concubine after attaining sudden wealth. ^^ Possible exceptions are cases where
the husband loves the wife inordinately. According to Pearl
Buck "The Chinese have their hypocracies but the nature
Only the control of an alof man is not one of them.
most unique quality of love in the man for the woman can
keep him from behaving as does the male of any other
:

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

species."-^

man and
The Chinese concept of

Yet, such romantic love existing between

wife

is

in general

disapproved

of.

romance is that it results in the establishment of false
values which are based not on a high level of altruism but
on a lower and less desirable plane of selfishness. Madam
Wu disparages the romantic affection of her son and
daughter-in-law thus, "Life is too short for such love.
Divide your love from your passion and let there be no
confusion between the two. Some day when the division is
clear and established by habit, when your children are born
and growing and your bodies are old, and passion gone, as
.

^^ American

Argument (New York: John Day,

^Ubid., p. 93.

^^Good Earth, pp.

7, 16.

^^Ibid., p. 170.

^'^Ainerican

Argument,

p. 60.
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1949), pp. 28, 29, 60.

.

.

:

mercifully, it does go, you will know the best love of all."^^
Indeed, there is tragedy in man and woman being free to
love and choosing each other merely because of that love
without regard for individual personalities, nor for children, nor for family. The sphere of the psychic response
of such love is thus too self centered and restricted whereupon all the various activities of living together, of coming in and going out becomes hampered having an insufficiency of space to breathe and grow. As a result romance
tragically deteriorates to resentment and thence degenerates
;

to hate.^^

—

Rationalization of concubinage.
C oncubines are
brought into the home as a regulatory approach to the problem of extra marital contacts. ^^ The philosophic rationalization is based on the concept that the bearing of children
should ever be paramount in the affairs of men lest perchance the race perish. In this fateful activity woman is like
earth, passive and receptive to the seed of man within whom
there is an impelling urgency necessitating that even the last
seeds of a man's loins be planted, even though he has
well neigh reached the stage of senility when his seed is
weakened. Thus, it is necessary to plant such seed in better
and stronger soil. Moreover, the wife who reaches her middle years is immoral in monopolizing and forcible clinging
to a man beyond the period of her fertility.^* Philosophically
Mrs. Wu laments

Why

had heaven not made women twice
men, so that their beauty and
might last as long as man lived and

as long-lived as
fertility

fade only with the generation ? Why should a
man's need to plant his seed continue too long
for fulfillment in one woman ?"2^
This pitiless status of women, the outgrowth of Confucian philosophy though widespread and ancient, is no
guarantee of domestic felicity. Frustrations are inevitable
in all man-woman relationships due to the irresolvable difference in innate goals and objectives of male and female,
man believing in his own individual meaning; whereas,
consciously or unconsciously, there is in woman's breast the
realization that she means nothing for herself except in
fulfilling the call to create more life. Or, as Madam
expresses it, "Yet the man was never enough. In himself
he was never enough. She must conceive by him and feel a
child take life and hope within her."^*' This for woman is

Wu

^^PavUion of Women,
--Ibid.,

p.

p. 339.

45.

-^The First Wife (New York: John Day, 1933),
^*0p. at.,

p. 46.

2

5/6id., p. 45.

2

6/6id., p. 111.
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p. 97.

:

her eternal obsession, and for man his eternal frustration.
Inevitably, the husband awakens to the crude realization
that that which he considered he possessed for his own is
prior possessed by a force even greater than his own desire.
Patterns of Racism

The exploitation of the Orient by the Western Powers
has been a factor extending over centuries sufficiently potent to build up a deep-seated, though latent, resentment
on the part of Eastern people, particularly the Chinese,
against a truly cooperative attitude toward Caucasian civilization. Moreover, the facts of history emphasize the continuation of a sordid recital of oppressions and robberies
of a culture which deliberately by inherent philosophy of
pacifism had rejected warfare as a national policy. According to the teaching of Confucius, the superior man does
not resort to fighting or warfare, and the military as a
profession is utterly contemptible. Pearl Buck's thinking
has been conditioned by this traditional oriental philosophy
of pacifism. "There can be no moral equivalent of so
T have seen wars again and
immoral a thing as war.
again, and every time I am filled with the same wonder at
.

.

.

the incredible folly of man."^'^
Nevertheless, the conquering Carcasians did come and
by virtue of superior weapons attained a dominance which
was interpreted by themselves as inherent superiority.

Especially did their peculiar policy of extraterritoriality,
which gave any white man freedom from arrest by a Chinese authority, engender over the years hatred and racial
misunderstanding. With reference to extraterritoriality and
the white man Pearl Buck comments "He could commit
murder and rape and sometimes did and yet he could not
be arrested for all white people had what amounted to
diplomatic immunity. "^^
In The Promise there occurs this conversation between
hero Sheng and heroine Mayli

"So

Sheng

now we go

to ally ourselves with white

men,"

said.

"Why is your general against this?" she asked.
"My general has seen the pride of the white man

in

Shanghai and Hongkong and he has seen them on the pieces
of land they took from our ancestors and made into their
own cities. He says they have always considered us as
dogs at their gates, and he says wherever they have lived
among the people near us, whom they have ruled, they
have so held them as dogs, and that now those people will
join even with the enemy they hate, because more than
-"^American Argument,
^^ Several

Worlds,

p.

p. 18.

103

f.
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:

they hate the enemy they hate the pride of the white
who has despised them and their ancestors."-^

man

Thus, Pearl Buck's interpretation of East-West misunderstanding hinges on the unwillingness of the West to abandon its concept of superiority and the colored man's unwillingness to endure the established status of inferiority.^'' Significantly, she stated in a commencement address at Howard University, June 5, 1942

There are nations
peoples,

and great
friends or our ene-

in the world,

who may be our

mies in years soon to come depending upon
whether or not we can believe in human
equality.
They have suffered
from
the effects of race prejudice. In a world
where these nations will have power, and that
is already today, they will not tolerate dis.

.

.

.

.

.

crimination between peoples. It is essential
that these nations be friends with us, and not
enemies. But they cannot be wholly our
friends if within our own people we are divided by prejudice, one group against another.21

What then is the measure of the white man's racial
arrogance in Asia? And for how long has his sowing of
seeds of resentment there, by bigoted priest as well as
rapacious tradesmen engendered a harvest of hostility and
hate ? Shall it be called merchantilism, or the white man's
burden, or the inevitable expansion of the commercial
world, or the consequence of diverse culture contacts within
the inexorable framework of history? Irrespective of the
specific answer to the foregoing questions, what remains
is that today we face reaction and resentment wherein an
antecedent oriental philosophy of fatalism and placid receptivity

is

giving

way

to occidental militarism

and strident

revenge.

Conclusion

The writer has specifically elaborated on the social
philosophy expressed in the writings of Pearl Buck wherein
her realistic picturesquization of peasants' plight, woman's
woes, youth's frustrations, as well as resentment toward
imperialism, and a negation of racism are presented as
causative factors in engendering antagonism toward Western ideology and American alliance. Normally, it would
be expected that in the case of China, readjustments of
political leanings and ideologies would accompany any shift
from an economy of agrarian self-sufficiency to one of

^^The Promise (New York: John Day, 1943),

^^What America Means,
^^Whai, America Means,

p. 18.

p. 29.
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p.

30

f.

modified industrialism. Such readjustments affect changes
in attitudes as well as in behavior, none of
fait accompli.

which are

overt,

complete or an immediate

In view of the antiquity of China's culture and the
deep-rooted characteristics of its antecedent traditions, well
might one expect, on the basis of logical reasoning, that
should change and transition occur, it would be characterized by a prolonged and complex transition. The facts
of the nation's history support such a conclusion. For two
thousand years preceding the downfall of the Manchu
Dynasty in 1911 China's political organization has been
patterned after that of an absolute monarchy. The parlia-

mentary regime of Sun Yatsen was abortive and short lived
followed by military and party dictatorship under the leadership of the strong man type of war lord. Most outstanding of such military leaders was Chiang Kai-shek whose
position was favored by support of the western powers, i. e.,
England and the United States. Nevertheless, the combined
circumstance of Japanese agression, internal dissention,
and Soviet organized opposition mitigated to the expulsion
of Chiang as national leader. His opponents, the Communist
War Lords were accepted not because of their peculiar
political ideology but because they were the strongest opponents of a hated regime which long had been in disfavor
with the populace. Thus, the transition continues and the
revolution prolonged. In spite of boastful cries heard from
the Communist camp, normalcy is not yet attained. There
has not yet emerged a stable leadership based on patterns
of the past which is revered though pacifist, respected and
yet not feared, yet reverent and scholarly, emulating thus
the sublime ideals of Buddist and Confucist attainment.
Until such leadership evolves, the days of the transitional
War Lord, autocratic, impetious, and unscholarly are numbered, irrespective of his particularistic identity, though
it be that of Marxian communist, neo-facist, or provincial
aspirant. The philospic trends of political revolt within
the framework of China's pattern of progress remain the

same.

Thus the logic of history bespeaks not a contemporary
but a future climax of China's political readjustment. There
still remains to be attained a satisfactory equilibrium of
political stability such as is found in the characterizations
of justice and moderation of a parliamentary democracy.
Moreover, the pages of history suggest that the latent
psyche of China is still the Confucian doctrine of the golden
mean and of reasonable balance ever tempered by realism
and flexibility; namely: "Respectfulness beyond measure
(without the rules of propriety) become laborious hustle,
carefulness beyond measure becomes timidity, boldness beyond measure becomes insubordination, straightforwardness
beyond measure becomes rudeness (Confucian Analects,
"Chinese Classics," I, Part 2, p. 72)."
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The Relationship Between Mathematics and Communicative SIcills as Shown

by Classes in Functional Mathematics
at Savannah State College
During 1954-55
By

Sylvia E.

Bowen

Introduction

The major purpose

of this study was to determine the
any, between mathematics and the communicative skills (English). Hence, it seemed advisable to
establish whether or not effective language usage helps to
clarify mathematical concepts and processes, and vice
versa.

relationship,

if

This study was motivated by many factors. One factor
effort to do something specific in carrying out one
of the major objectives of the College-Improving Communicative Skills. Another motivating factors was the emphasis which is now placed upon mathematics in General
Education. The investigator felt that the functional aspects
of mathematics could be seen more clearly if students were

was an

made aware

of mathematics as a means of communicating
and clarifying ideas. The investigator supports the hypothesis that mathematics may be developed as a way of
thinking. "Actually, there are two basic languages: (a)
one's mother tongue, and (b) mathematics."^

The investigator's teaching experience reveals that
students not only fail to tie up mathematics and common
sense but also fail to appreciate mathematics as a practical
tool in understanding many ideas which are characteristically non-mathematical. Students need to become articulate in mathematics in order to communicate the concepts
they have formulated. There is a need for dispelling some
of the basic fears of students with regard to mathematics.
These fears are often the result of language difficulties for
"mathematical difficulties are often language difficulties."^
The investigator was searching for tangible ways of
correlating mathematics with the communicative skills and

—A

Language", The Mathematics Teacher,
^G. R. Seidal, "Mathematics
XLVIII, No. 4 (April 1955) p. 215.
^H. C. Trimble, L. C. Peck, and F. C. Bolser, Basic Mathematics for
General Education, Second Edition, (New York, 1955) p. 321.
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organizing a course which would include "material that
will enrich the students' general college experience".^

Mathematics is an area which draws so heavily upon
other subject matter areas and contributes in turn so much
to these same or other subject matter areas that it is inconceivable to isolate it as a subject in itself. These subject
matter areas and mathematics and interdependent upon
each other and frequently use the same descriptive language. Essentially "being literate in America today means
knowing both quantitative language (English) and quantitative

language (mathematics)."^

In this study no attempt is made to include the whole
freshman class of 1954-55. Out of an average enrollment
of 474 freshmen,^ the investigator taught only a total of
149 students. Of these 149 students only 85 students ac-

This choice was made beinvestigator was teaching all the Functional
Mathematics classes at the time the study was begun. This
fact reduced variations in procedures and minimized variations in personnel. This study covers only the classes in
Functional Mathematics during the Spring Quarter of 1955.
It was impossible to make an exhaustive list of words or to
include all interesting and relevant themes. It was impractical to define more words inasmuch as tedium would have
resulted, and space did not permit such treatment.

tively participated in the study.

cause the

All students contributed to the collecting and treating
of the data.
word list of 150 words was compiled. Written definitions of each word were recorded. The definitions

A

were mathematical, but the words were analyzed, explored,
and developed to see in how many different ways they
may have been used. All words were outgro\vths of class
discussions, explanations and demonstrations. The definitions were studied and reproduced on examinations and
in themes written by the students. The word list was alphabetically reorganized. It contained 150 words. Twenty
words (13V3% or 13.33%) were selected for their mathematical connotations. Seven students' papers were chosen
to illustrate how mathematical terms are successfully and
picturesquely incorporated into written coherent themes.
part of the study demonstrates how the investigator used
effective language to clarify mathematical concepts.

A

Findings

The findings

of the study are presented

under three

major headings:
^E. C. Clark, College Mathematics,

(New York,

1950) Preface

^H. C. Trimble, L. C. Peak, and F. C. Bolser, Op.
•"'Courtesy of the Registrar's Office,

Savannah State

Georgia.
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iii.

Cit., p. 5.

College,

Savannah,

A. Mathematical definitions of words frequently used
in our vernacular tongue.
B. Mathematical terms used in written assignments.
C. Mathematical terms used in discussion techniques.

A. Mathematical Definitions

''Words are the leaves of the tree of language, of
which, if some fall away, a new succession takes their
place."
French^ This part of the study is'devoted to words
which the investigator selected for definitions and which
are expressly designed to improve the students' vocabu-

—

laries.

—

Approximate An approximate number is a number
obtained by measuring. Since measurements are liable to
errors even though these errors may be very small, the
nature of approximation is ineritable. Measurements, too,
depend largely upon the measuring instrument used, its
preciseness and accuracy. The accuracy of the instrument
used depends on the use which is to be made of the measurement. But a number obtained by measurement can, at
best, be only approximate.

Average

—An average

is

defined mathematically as a

single representative size or measurement. It is used to
indentify either an arithmetical mean, a median or a mode
or to identify them simultaneously. The term is used loosely
to represent what is considered mathematically as an arithmetical mean. Average may be defined also as a sum or
quantity which is the middle one among a number of different sums or quantities.

—

Base A base is a number which necessarily involves
an exponent. It is a part of an exponential expression. It
is a number which is to be used as a factor as many times
as the exponent indicates. It is a number related to the
formation of our number system. Our number system is
synthetically related to the base ten.

the base

is

five

and the exponent

is

In the expression
three.

5^,

The exponent

indicates that the base "5" is to be used as a factor as
times as the exponent "3" indicates. The value of 5^
general expression like a" (read a to n^^
is 5x5x5 or 125.
power) indicates that the "a" is to be used as a factor "n"
times and that "n" may take on any assigned or specified
value.

many

A

A number like 12 is synthetically composed of one ten
and two ones or 1(10) + 2(1) or 1(10) + 2(10)o where
a zero used as an exponent automatically makes the value
of the entire parenthesis equal to one.'^

New

A

number

like

347

Dictionary of Thoughts compiled by Tyron
Edwards (New York, 1954) p. 324.
indicates multiplication. The expression is read "one times
''The (
)
ten plus two times one or one times ten plus two times ten to the zero
power.

^As quoted

in:

The
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+

3(10)2 -f 4(10)
7(1). A number like .653
653
be expressed as -^7^^^.- or 6(10)^ -^ 5(10)
3(1)

builds up

aw

+

may

(10)-^. Any denominator may be expressed as a
of ten by a proper synthetic process and the use of
a negative exponent. The term base is also an integral part
of our logarithmic numbers. In the expression or equation
X^
16, "4" is the logarithm of "16" to the base "X" or
the expression may be written logarithmically as logx

times

power

=
16 =

4.

—

To cancel means to remove (a common dias from numerator and denominator or to remove
(equivalents) on opposite sides of an equation.
Cancel

visor)

—

Cardinal A cardinal number is a type of number used
our number system. It simply names the numerical symbols as 3, 4, 5, 9. Cardinal numbers are used in counting

in

or in answer to the question "How many?" They give no
information about the kind of things counted, or about any
relation they may have to each other. Ordinal numbers
name the sequence or order as second, ninth, twentieth, the
third month, the seventh day.

—

Check The term check is used primarily to ascertain
the correctness of the solution to an equation. An identify
on both sides of the equation is established if the solution is
correct. To solve the equation 3x
5
5x
9, the procedure is as follows

+

:

:

—

=

-

(Adding and subtracting equals)
(Dividing equals by equals)

3x
3x

+ = 5x —
—
5x = — —
— 2x
= — 14
9

5

9

x

To check the equation the value "7"
"X" by a direction substitution:
3x
3(7)
21

—

5

=7

is

imposed upon

+ 5 = 5x — 9
+ 5 = 5(7) —9
+ 5 = 35 — 9
26=

26

Complex The term complex is used to describe the
type of fraction which has a fraction or a mixed number
in the numerator or in the denominator or in each. It is
used also to describe a number and an imaginary number.
bi, "a" is the real number and
In the complex number a
"bi" is the imaginary numlDer procided "b" is not equal to

+

zero.

—

Degree The degree of an expression is the rank or
order of an expression where "expression" is interpreted
as a polynomial or an equation or a monomial. The equa64

— =

+

tion XX
2
is an equation of the second degree.
The largest numerical exponent names the degree of an
equation or of a polynomial. The monomial x^ y^ z is an
expression of degree 6 where the exponents 3, 2, and 1 are
degree is
added to obtain the degree of the expression.
also defined as the 360th part of a revolution or of the
circumference of a circle. It is the basic unit of the sexagesimal system of measurement of angles.

A

—

Exact An exact number is a number obtained by
counting in contradistinction to the preceding definition of
an approximate number. An exact number is a discrete

measurement where measurement implies counting. The
is an 1240 or as, 200 the latter numbers would

number 1243

be approximate numbers.

Exact describes,

computed on the

also, the kind of interest
basis of a 365-day year.

which

is

—

Function This word defines a quantity so related to
another quantity that any change in the value of one is
associated with a corresponding change in the value of the
other. The area of a rectangle is a function of both its
width and its length. If the length remains the same and
the width changes then the area will change and if the
width remain the same and the length changes then the
area will change. Conversely, if the area changes and
either one of the dimensions remains the same, then the
other dimension must also change.
;

—

Index An index number is a number understood or written within the depressed part of a radical sign to indicate
what root of the number is to be obtained. The cube root
"3" is the
of twenty-seven is written symbolically as 3
index of the radical.

3

—

—

may be

.

written also as 27 Vs

is expressed as the fraction Ys. Any index
be expressed as a fractional exponent. The number
or index two is understood in the case of the square root
so that no index number is written.

where the index

may

—

Interest is money paid for the use of money.
is interest computed on the Principal only.
Compound interest is interest computed on the principal
plus accrued interest for a specified period. Simple interest
may be exact or ordinary. Exact simple interest uses a
365-day year. Ordinary simple interest uses a 360-day
year. Compound interest is computed from a table which
is based on a 360-day year.
Everyday experiences with
interest are in relation to a 360-day year.
Interest

Simple interest

—

Prime A prime number is a number which has no
other factors except itself and the number one. A prime
number is a number which is divisible by no other numbers
65

:

except

itself

bers like

and the number one. Prime numbers are num-

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 23.

The prime factors of a number are all the smallest
numerical integral divisions of the number. The prime factors of 36 are 2, 2, 3, 3 of 98 are 2, 7, 7 of 48 are 2, 2, 2,
;

;

2, 3.

By using prime factors in the correct way it is possible
common divisor of a set of numbers with

to obtain a least
infallibility.

—

Progression A progression is a series or set of numbers which are related to each other by a uniform law. A
progression may conform to a law which defines it as an
arithmetical progression or to a law which defines it as a
geometrical progression. An arithmetical progression. An
arithmetical progression is identified by a constant addition of either a positive or a negative number. The elements
progress by a constant difference. The numbers 4, 6, 8, 10
constitute the pattern of an arithmetical progression where
the constant difference is a positive two. The numbers 11,
1 constitute an arithmetical pattern where the con7, 3,
stant difference is a negative four. A geometrical progression is identified by a constant ratio governing the behavior
pattern of the numbers. The elements of a geometrical progression progress by a constant factor. The ratio of any two
adjacent elements is constant. The numbers 4, 8, 16, 32 constitute the pattern of a geometrical progression because the
ratio of 4 to 8 is the same as the ratio of 8 to 16 is the same
as the ratio of 16 to 32. The constant ratio or factor is onehalf or two. Each preceding number is multiplied by two
to obtain the next number.

—

In either type of progression at least three numbers
in order to determine the pattern used and
thus identify the type of progression which these numbers
form.

must be given

Proportion

—A

an equation stating that
an equality of ratios.
ratio of c to d is set up in

proportion

is

two or more ratios are equal.
The ratio of a to be equals the

It is

equation form as-r-=—^. This equation
the proportion: a:b::c:d.

Where

may

be stated as

three ratios are set equal
to form a

two may be used at a time
___A__
true proportion. The ratio-gjA_
to each other only

_A_ niay

_

bet set up in three proportions a :SinA :b :SinB a :SinA
:c :SinC; B:SinB: :c :SinC. Given any three quantities in a
proportion the fourth quantity may be found by the rule
The product of the means (the second and third terms)
equals the product of the extremes (the first and fourth
terms). To solve a proportion which is set up as the
equality of two ratios, multiply the numerator of the first
:
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:

;

,

by the denominator of the second ratio and set this
product equal to the product of the denominator of the
first and the numerator of the second ratio. The symbolic
ratio

representation is as follows:
a
b :: c:d is expressed be
:

T— =-,-

is

expressed ad

=

=

ac

be.

Either equation may be solved for any one of the
four quantities if the other three quantities are given. If:

=
4d =
a

4,

b

=

c

5,

=

6 then:

4

4:5: :6:d or -^
5

=

= —a6p and

30 and d
7V2- Two numbers alone cannot form
a proportion; they can only form a ratio.

A

set of variable quantities
versely proportional to each other.

may

be directly or

in-

—

Radical A radical is a symbol used in mathematics
derived from the Latin word radix which means root, and
is probably an exaggerated form of the initial letter of this
word (r). This symbol/
is a radical.

—

Root A root of a number is a quantity which when
multiplied by itself a certain number of times (indicated
by an index) produces another quantity. The third root
or cube root of sixty-four is four. In symbols it is written
4. This means that 4 times 4 equals 64. An even
3/64
root of a positive number may be either positive or negative. The square root of 25 is either +5 or
5.
root
is also the solution to a conditional equation. It is a value
which satisfies an equation. In the equation: 3d
15,
"d" must equal ''5" in order to satisfy the equation. "5"
is then a root of the equation.

=

—

A

=

Sign

—A sign

is

a character indicating the relationship

between quantities or an operation performed on them.
The four fundamental operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division are devoted by the signs -{-,
X, -^' A sign of "=" or " " where no operation is involved is a sign of quality and is read positive or nega6" are read a positive four and
tive. Thus " + 4" and "
a negative six instead of plus four and minus six. Signed
numbers devote oppositeness in quality. The absolute value

—

—

—

of a

number

is

the numerical value of the

number

dis-

regarding the sign.

—

The word significant is defined here in
Significant
association with digits. The significant digits in a number are all the non-zero digits in the number except where
zero fall between non-zero digits in which case the zero is
also significant. Significant digits are important when calculations are made with approximate numbers because an
answer is only as accurate as the least accurate of the num-

its
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—

:

bers involved in the calculation. The numbers 34.306,
34000, and .0329 have 5, 2 and 3 significant digits respectively. If decimals numbers are used, the least accurate
number is the number having the fewest number of places
following the decimal point. Since the answer can be no
more accurate than the least accurate of the numbers used
in the calculation, the number of significant digits in the
least accurate number determines how many significant
digits should be retained in the answer. In the calculation
4.1 times 3.416, 4.1 is the least accurate of the numbers,
and contains two significant digits, therefore the final calculation should contain two significant digits. 4.1 times
3.416 equals 14.186; 14.186 times 2.416 equals 34.273376.
The final answer should be simply 34 (two significant
digits). "The number of significant digits in a product or
quotient is no greater than the smallest number of significant digits in any one of the measures used in the calculation.
You should round off the answers you get (by multiplying and dividing approximate numbers) to the number
of significant digits of the measure that has the least num-

—

ber of significant digits."^

—

Variable A variable is a quantity that may assume a
succession of values. It is a symbol representing any one of
a class of things. It is a literal number (letter) that may
take on different numerical values in the course of a discussion. "A variable is a symbol which represents a number that may vary within a given range. "^
B. Mathematical

"In this day
nent part in our

Terms Used

In Written Assignments^^

when communication

plays such a prominot only do English teachers have
an obligation to help youth to develop ability in writing
and speaking, but the teachers of other subjects, for in all
classes opportunities present themselves scores of times each
day for effective writing and oral communication. "^^
lives,

The investigator herewith presents the partial results
of taking advantage of some of these "opportunities"
a dress requires a number of sigoperations.
The illustrated guide
sheet must be followed accurately. The symbols on the pattern must be checked.

Making

nificant

The Federal

Bureau

found a case similar

to

of Investigation

one they had on

file.

^H. C. Trimble, L. C. Peck and F. C. Bolser— op. cit., p. 111.
^Paul K. Rees, Fred W. Sparks College Algebra p. 73.
"^"Berenice Beggs, "They Learn To Write by Writing." The English
Joumial, XLIV, No. 5 (May 1955) p. 293.
i^The underscored words are words which appeared in the word list
kept by the students.

—
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The identity of the person was not revealed.
They wondered whether then' functions were
proper or improper. The Bureau decided to
cancel the case.

Leadership is an important human qualibased upon principles and facts pertinent to science. Leadership is a science of
positive and negative emotions. Good leaders
must demonstrate their capacity to lead. Persons of average capacity may become princity.

It is

pal leaders.

The value of a good education is difficult
The whole outlook of a person
may be changed in proportion to the degree

to describe.

of education he acquires.

Educated people

usually amount to something and
greatest advantages out of life.

get the

Music consists of rhythm, harmony and
melody. The time is written in fractions. The

numerator tells how many counts a measure
receives, and the denominator tells what type
of note gets one count. A dot adds half the
value of the note by which it is written. Music
has symbols and volume. The theory of music
is significant to those who have an interest in
music. Music may be transposed for different
effects.
Mj'^

budget account allows

me

to approxi-

mate my weekly spendings. I can buy a dress
which shows signs of quality on the installment plan. The prime factor to be considered
the logic of the investment. Quantity
a basic factor in spending.

is

is

not

The automobile is a very precise maThe unit of power is the internal com-

chine.

bustion engine in which the measurements
exact. The average automobile
engine has four to six cylindrical holes. The
power capacity of the engine is relative to the
diameter and volume of the cylinder, and to
the compression ratio in each cylinder. The
accuracy of the speedometer is a factor in
checking rate of travel and the time to be
used in going a given distance. The automobile is an index of progress.

must be very

C. Discussion Techniques
"It is becoming increasingly difficult to read so much
as ten sentences without encountering a word which has
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quantitative connolations. ... If our culture is to keep pace
with the technological advances of its time, a clear understanding of mathematical concepts is going to have to be
incorporated into the language arts."^^ Hence, the investigator presents a setting in which effective language was
used to clarify mathematical concepts and assist in precise,
exact, analytical thinking. In treating the subject of Percentage the investigator discovered that difficulties arose in
discriminating between the concepts of per cent and percentages. The language chosen described Percentage as
something which denotes a part as the part is related to the
whole. Per cent was described as something which denoted
a ratio of a part with reference to one hundred. Percentage
is concrete and tangible. Per cent is abstract. In defining
20 words out of 150 words, "20" is the part and therefore
represents percentage. The ratio of 20 to 150 will give a
per cent when the unknown per cent is set up in ratio to

100.

If

X

represents the per cent, the

:

20
150

-rir^

=

=

X
-.^^

or

100
equals 2000

20 :150 :: X
100 or 150X
2000 and X
divided by 150 which gives a quotient correct to two decimal places of 13.33. These 20 words are 13.33 7o of 150
words.
:

Confusion existed also between the term.s Base, Rate
and Percentage. By pointing out that the Base is always
the whole and that the operation of multiplication is always
used to find the Percentage, and that the operation of division is always used to find the Base or the Rate, and that
Percentage is always in the numerator or is always the
dividend, the whole process of finding either B, P, or R was
definitely simplified and clarified. The use of the formula
BR=P was no longer a problem. The additional note that
B always follows the preposition "of" in worded problems
was significant in helping to identity P and R.

Another confusion showed up in the concepts of "odd"
and "even." "Even" was incorrectly conceived as any exact
division: "As seven goes into forty-nine an even number of
times. "Even" was illustrated to denote exact divisibility by
two "Odd" was readily understood as the ulternate of even.
Educational Implications

The findings of this study reveal that mathematics is
pertinent to understanding the language involved in our
daily usage. Functional competence in mathematics is an
aspect of functional competence in expressing ideas clearly
and precisely. The investigator supports the hypothesis that
^2 Agnes Dodds, "The Language and Arithmetical Requisites of Clear
Thinking." The Teacher College Journal, XXVI, No. 5 (March 1955)

p. 84.
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mathematics and the communicative skills are
related and mutually interdependent.

intrinsically

The study of mathematics cultivated the
reason; that of the languages, at the same
time, the reason and the taste. The former
gives grasp and power to the mind the latter
both power and flexibility. The former, by
itself, would prepare us for a state of certainties, which nowhere exists
the latter for a
state of probabilities, which is that of common
life.
Each by itself does but an imperfect
work in the union of both, is the best discipline for the mind, and the best mental training for the world as it is Lyron Edwards. ^^
;

;

:

—

^^As quoted in The

New

Dictionary of Thoughts
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op.

cit., p.

380.
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The Soviet Foreign Policy and the
German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact
By

War

E. K.

Williams

The foreign policy of the Soviet Union between World
I and World War II should be viewed in the light

of an age that may be generally characterized by political
instability, economic insecurity and international anarchy.
During this era the policy of the USSR inexorably reflects

the aftermaths of three upheavals the Russian Revolution
the rise of Hitler; and the debacle at Munich.
:

The first period of the Soviet policy begins with the
complete overthrow of the old regime in Russia, and ends
with the political triumph of nazism in Germany. Generally, the foreign policy of USSR for this period can be
summed up in two distincts phases i^ (1) determined defensive and offensive actions against the capitalistic states,
and (2) defensive isolation. There may be apparent exceptions to this thesis in situations where the Soviets sought
bilateral pacts or trade agreements nevertheless, collective
security as an instrument of policy was premature.
;

The overthrow of czarism in Russia was accompanied
by a universal appeal for peace. The Soviets were determined to end hostility with the central powers, and were
willing to pay the price in terms of deterioration of international prestige, mutilation of frontier, and disruption of
normal relationship with the allied powers. Consequently,
the Germans encountered no serious difficulty in imposing
the Brest-Litovsk" Treaty on the Russians.

The signing
merely helped

of this treaty did not end the conflict, but
to create new enemies for the communist

regime. In a short period, the allies had dispatched troops
on the Russian territory for the apparent purpose of overthrowing the new regime and re-establishing the old one
while the alleged purpose was to prevent war material
from falling in the hands of Germany. In addition to this
conflagration, there was a civil strife between the Red and
the White Russians. The new State was fighting for physical survival. Later an open conflict developed between
Russia and Poland. Despite these military aftermaths of
World War I, the new State successfully survived all of
the crises.

During the early period of the formation of the new
regime, the policy of the Soviets was in keeping with cer^W. H. Chamberlin, The Russian Enigma, (New York, 1943).
-Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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p. 187.

Marxism that is, to foment revolutionary
movements and to establish proletarian states in foreign
lands. The failure of the Russians to establish firmly communism in Poland, Finland, Hungary, and other states sig-

tain phases of

;

nalled a modification of the revolutionary tactics. Too, the
failure of the intervention of the allies suggested a new
policy of the allied powers toward their former ally. Chamberlin said
"In view of these circumstances, a modus
vivendi between the Soviet Union and the outside world
."^
was clearly called for.
:

.

.

One of the main problems which prolonged the disturbed relationship between the Soviet Union and her allies
was the refusal of the new regime to assume the debt incurred by the regimes of the czar and Kerenski. On February 8, 1920, the new government announced its intention
to that effect.^ The announcement was a serious blow to
effective and further cooperation between the Soviet Union

and her former

allies.

In 1929 the Soviet-British Commercial Agreement was
signed.^ This was a clear renunciation and repudiation of
a solid economic and political front against the Soviet
Union. It too, marked the incipiency of a chain of commercial understandings between the Russian* government and
the world in general.

Great Britain, the first country to break the diplomatic
front against Russia, recognized*^ de jure the Russian government on February 4, 1924. England's action was copied
immediately or soon thereafter by Italy, Norway, Austria,
Greece, Sweden, China, Denmark, Mexico and France. The
United States, the last power to recognize the Soviet government, accorded diplomatic recognition to it on November 16,

1933."^

On April 16, 1922, a new era in the diplomacy of
Europe was signalled. The two outlawed states, Russia
and Germany, had reached an agreement in which the two
nations could cooperate, culminating in the Treaty of Rapallo. Commenting on the action of the two states, Yakhontoff said "The Treaty of Rapallo was a gain for Soviet
Russia 'she established her position on the international
."^
stage' she was no longer alone.
Apparently, the
:

.

.

^Ibid., pp. 190-191.

^F. H. Simonds and B. Emeny, Great Powers in World Politics, (New
York, 1939), p. 661.
5/6id., pp.

660-661.

*The terms, Russian government and Russia are used synonymously
with the Soviet government and USSR in this paper.
sy. A. Yakhontoff, USSR Foreign Policy, (New York, 1945), p. 67.
''A

Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs, (London, 1933), pp. 530-44.

^Yakhontoff, op.

cit.,

p. 57.
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Soviet leaders envisaged a complete deterioration of the
diplomacy of the capitalistic states of Europe similar to the
debacle of intervention.

Within a decade, the Soviet government had signed
numerous non-aggression pacts. They were signed with the
countries^ as follows: Turkey, December 17, 1925; Germany, April 24, 1926; Afghanistan, August 31, 1926; Lithuania, September 28, 1926; Persia, October 1, 1927; Finland, January 21, 1932; Latvia, February 5, 1932; Estonia,

May 4, 1932 Poland, July 25, 1932
ber 29, 1932.
;

The

institution of the

NEP

along with the formation of the

;

and, France,

Novem-

and the Five-Year Plan,

USSR

increased the prestige
of the Soviet states at home and abroad. It helped to return her to the international arena of world politics. Nevertheless, the western states were still unwilling to permit
the Russian government to resume her position in the international affairs of the world which she had held before
the coming of World War I. She had been excluded from
the Larcono agreement; however, she still manifested the
political ability to get along with pre-Hitler Germany.

The latter part of the period from 1917 to 1933, Russia
had declared openly to subscribe to a formula of international peace. She was among the first to become^^ a
signatory of the Kellog Peace Pact. Despite the marked
changes in her strategy, she did not accept the policy of
collective security as an instrument prior to the advent of
nazism.
II

The

political triumph of
in Germany was

nazism over the transplanted
followed by a nightmare of
insecurity and the ghost of another European war. This

democracy

perturbing situation had its repercussions in the foreign
policy of the Soviet State. The Russian leaders saw in
Hitler a direct threat to the existence of their state. They
too, envisaged Hitler, a demon, "to pull the chestnuts out
of the fire" for the democratic states.
In addition, the failure of the Disarmament Conference
and the invasion of Japan into Manchuria augmented the
probability of an aggressive design against the Soviet Union.
In reference to this state of affairs, the Prime Minister of
All this compels
the Soviet Union, then Molotov, said ".
us to strengthen our vigilance as regards happenings in the
Far East. We must not forget that our border lies along
the Manchurian lines. "^^
:

.

.

^Simonds and Emeny, op. cit., p. 322.
^°A Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs, (London, 1928), pp. 24-25.
^^H. Moore, A Record of Soviet Far Eastern Relations, p. 7 as quoted
by Yakhontoff, op. cit., p. 104.
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The Soviet leaders know that the League of Nations
had been challenged. They knew also, that it had not met
the challenge effectively nor constructively. The withdrawal of Japan and Germany from this international organization was viewed by the Soviets as further evidence
design against the integrity of the Soviet
Union. The new threat of war was a direct challenge to
the foreign policy of Soviet Russia. It called for a repudiation of the policy of defensive isolation. The Soviets accepted the challenge by embarking on a policy which
demanded a system of alliances, collective security and a
united front against the aggressors. They pursued this
policy unrelentingly until the ghost of the repercussion of
Munich arose as a new threat to their security. The rapprochement of Poland and Germany culminated finally in
the ten-year Non-Aggression Pact. Hitler's attitude toward
Russia as expressed in Mein Kampf, made the pre-Hitler
policy of the Soviet Union less tenable. The aggressive display of Nazi Germany was viewed by France with much
displeasure and fear.
Historically, France has always
viewed Germany as an eternal enemy and a continuous
threat to her security and prosperity. Consequently, France
was instrumental in a closer cooperation with the Soviet
Union. French statesmen solicited^- Russia's participation
in the League of Nations. On September 24, 1934, Russia
officially became a member of that world organization.
Here, the Soviets made their first attempt to implement the
of aggressive

policy of collective security against aggression.

This threat of aggression was increasing with almost

France viewed the conditions in
as a direct challenge to the status quo. The
Soviet Union felt the threat of aggression from Japan and
Germany. In the meantime, the tension of war began to
menace all of western Europe. In March 1935, Germany
announced^^ that she would renew military conscription in
direct contravention of the Treaty of Versailles. The horror
of war again haunted Russia and France, if not all of
unprecedented rapidity.

Germany

Europe.

The denunciation of the Versailles Treaty by Germany
precipitated on one hand, the Stresa Conference of which
the Soviets were excluded on the other hand, it helped to
precipitate the Franco-Soviet Mutual Assistance Pact. The
chief reasons^^ for the Pact of May 2, 1935 were: France's
desire for an access to the great oil resources and a desire
for the commerce of Soviet Russia and, the Soviet Union's
fear of a direct attack by Germany. The signing of the
Franco-Soviet Alliance was soon followed by a Czech-Russian Pact of a similar nature.
;

;

^^Ibid., p. 108.

-^Simonds and Emeny, op. cit., p. 678.
^*W. C. Langsom, Documents and Readings in the History of Europe
Since 1918 (Chicago, 1939), pp. 237-238.
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;

The rapprochement of France and Russia was soon
followed by a series of repudiation of international laws
and agreements. On March 7, 1936, Germany denounced
the Larcono Pact and notified the world that she would
remilitarize the Rhineland. Germany claimed^^ that the
decision was a result of the Franco-Russian Pact. The
stage for a general European war was in the making. England was embarking on a policy which would soon carry
the derogatory stigma of appeasement. The Anglo-German
Naval Pact* of June 10, 1935, another contravention of the
Treaty of Versailles, gave to Germany a moral and legal
basis for altering the status quo. France and Russia viewed
this agreement with alarm and suspiciousness.

As early as 1935, the Soviet leaders envisaged clearly
an inevitable conflict between fascism and communism.
Accordingly, the Third International gave full support to
the new foreign policy of Russia. At the meeting of the
Third International in 1935, Soviet leaders made a plea for
a united front against the evils of the fascist advance. The
Congress^*^ definitely and specifically demanded a solid
front of workers everywhere to unite actively against the
growing threat of the fascist aggression.

In 1935, a direct diplomatic offensive was begun by
Germany and Japan against the Soviet Union. November
25, 1936, Germany and Japan signed^^ the Anti-Communist
Pact. Italy and Hungary soon became signatories of a similar pact. Soviet Russia, then faced two hostile great powers
direction. Along with this unwelcomed
situation, there existed within the Soviet state several outstanding Russians who were alleged enemies of the state.

from the opposite

The communist government began

to prepare for the

and death struggle. In 1936, and 1937, the
world was shocked by the sensational purge which was
carried on in the Soviet Union. Seventeen leaders of the
Soviet Union was accused of^^ plotting against the State
and being in collusion with avowed enemies of Soviet RusFourteen of the accused were mortally liquidated
sia.
while four were given prison terms not exceeding eight
inevitable life

years.
Italy's rape of Ethiopia; the Spanish Civil War; the
annexation of Austria by Germany and, Japan's undeclared war against China followed the consistent pattern
of the fascist states as they neared the diplomatic crisis.
In every crisis, fear and insecurity haunted Russia.
;

i5/&id., pp. 255-259.

*The Pact established a

ratio of 35:100 for the

German and

British

Navies respectively.

^T. Schuman, The Crisis of Diplomacy, (New York,
^^Simonds and Emeny, op. cit., p. 681.
i^Langsom,

op.

cit.,

pp. 823-824.
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1939), p. 244.

Soviets openly condemned every aggressive act
action. In the meantime, the West
displayed a sign of weakness. In speaking of the annexation of Austria, Shuman said "The West did nothing. Halifax cried "Horrible, horrible, I never thought they would
do it though he had implicitly sanctioned the doing four
months ago."^^

The

and called for united

:

—

still

:

The last great
in the making.

drama that this period produced was
Hitler had dismembered Austria, and

to dismember Czechoslovakia. What
would France and England do to stop Hitler? Would France
honor her obligation? Would collective actions against aggression be taken ? Those were the questions of paramount

now he was ready

importance to the Russian leaders.

During the summer of 1938, the tension over the Sudenten created a crisis in Europe. The Sudentens under the
leadership of Henlein wanted to become reunited to the
Reich. Such a proposal was a direct challenge to the integrity of Czechoslovakia. This crisis was settled at Munich
on September 29-30, 1938. At that time the area under
dispute was transferred to Germany. The conference was
attended by Hitler, Chamberlain, Mussolini and Daladier.
Russia had no representative, despite the fact that she was
an ally of the victim. Furthermore, the Soviet Union was
completely isolated. Strong made the following remarks
concerning the conference: "If any doubt as to the motive
of the British Foreign Office, it was removed at the Munich
Conference. Munich with its cynical sell out of Czechoslovakia
was the triumph of the cards of the Tory ruling
."-^
class in its game of driving Germany toward the East.
The western powers bowed deliberately to the will of Hitler
in dismembering Czechoslovakia as a state. Soviet Union
was technically an ally of the victim. She stated emphatically her opposition to the demands of Germany on that
small state.

—

—

.

.

Molotov again called for collective action against the
He stated openly opposition to the policy of
appeasement which reached its zenith at Munich. ChamMunich may be considered the prelude
berlain said ".
aggressor.

:

.

.

to the drastic re-orientation of Soviet foreign policy in 1939.
Professed concern for collective security and the rights of
small nations gave way to hardboiled isolationist imperialism. "^i While Chamberlain returned to England under

the vague impression that he had averted a war that would
have destroyed most of Europe, he remarked "... I do
not regard the Munich agreement as a defeat either for
:

^^Schuman,

op.

cit., p.

331.

20A. L. Strong, The Soviets Expected
2

^Chamberlain, op.

cit.,

p. 197.
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It,

(New York:

1940), p. 147.

:

;

democracies or the cause of law and order."22 At the same
time, France was desirous of reaching an understanding
with Germany at the cost of further appeasement.
Ill

The triumph of the aggressors at Munich was followed
by the annexation of Memel by Germany; the annexation
of Teschen by Poland, and Hungary's seizure^^ of 4,200
square miles of Slovak-Ruthenian territory. On March 15,
1939, Hitler set up a protectorate over Bohemia and Moravia which meant the complete liquidation of Prague as
the capital of an independent state.
This latest aggression marked an apparent change in
the foreign policy of France and Great Britain. They sought
to stop Hitler by some means. The West, France and England, were convinced that they could not expect Hitler to
keep or abide by an agreement.

By

the spring of 1939, the British envisaged a conflict

between Germany and the democracy. They believed that
the West could not defeat Berlin without the aid of Moscow.
However, the British policy was dilatory and vacillating.
Great Britain feared a-^ military triumph of Moscow over
Berlin with the consequence of a communistic hegemony
over Europe. Finally, the British government decided to
contact the Russian government in an effort to stop Hitler.
The policy of the French government was completely subordinated to that of England. On April 11, Lord Halifax
informed the Russian ambassador that England was prepared to negotiate an anti-aggression pact against Berlin.

The preliminary proposals were received by the Russian Foreign Office on April 16. They contained the following provisions:-^ (1) supply of Russian raw material to
her neighbors; (2) the use of the Soviet fleet in the Baltic
Sea; and, (3) indirect aid (militaristic) to the victim of
aggression by the Army of the Soviets. England further
suggested that the Soviets' entry into the war be contingent
on the entry of England and France to relieve the fear of
double dealing on the part of England and France.

The Soviets countered with a proposal that constituted
a genuine military alliance of a defensive nature. In the
words of Yakhontof f
that an effective pact of mutual assistance against aggression, a pact of an exclusively and defensive character, be concluded
between Great Britain, France and the USSR
.

.

.

^^Documents on International Affairs, (London, 1938), I, 99.
^^Simonds and Emeny, op. cit., p. 700.
-*D. J. Dallin, Soviet Russia's Foreign Policy (New Haven, 1942)
-^Ibid., pp. 21-25.
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p. 1.

that a guarantee attack by aggressors be ex-

tended by Great Britain, France and
.^^
without exception,
.

USSR

.

The

British proposals were unacceptable to the Rusinasmuch as France, Great Britain, Poland and Rumania had guaranteed themselves against aggression; Russia had been requested to guarantee Poland and Rumania
from aggression; Poland and Rumania did not want the
troops of the Soviet Union on their territory and, the agreement suggested by the British Office was without reciprocity and equality.

sians

;

The proposals offered by Soviet Union were unacceptable to Great Britain. Chamberlain's government was desirous^^ of friendly relationship with the Soviet government,
but above all, Chamberlain desired to preclude intimate
and binding agreements. He viewed with apathy proSoviet policy.
The dilatory tactics of Chamberlain suggest that
France and Great Britain were trying to orient Germany
toward the East. Welles states, "The agreement confirmed
the conviction that the western powers strove to keep Germany from the West while turning her to the East."^^ While
Wards states emphatically: "The allies were asking Russia
to fight their war against Germany. "^^ Most evidence indicated that France and Great Britain were unwilling to offer
any commitment which would guarantee territories or states
adjoining the Soviet Union.

The intransigent position of Poland and Rumanian
against the troops of the Soviets invading their land to combat aggression provided excellent camouflage for the British position. The equivocation of Chamberlain was obvious
to Stalin and many diplomats of the West who were opposed to the vacillating policy of England and France. In
addition, the position of the Baltic states created a series
of problems for the big powers. The Baltic states were
fearful of losing their independence in the event of a war
in which Russia participated. One June 7, 1939, Latvia
and Estonia signed^" a pact with Germany.
In the meantime, the Soviet policy was in a state of
transition. It was being transformed from collective security to defensive isolation and aggression. This change
was first made apparent in the commercial relation of the
2

6Yakhontoff, op.

cit.,

p. 197.

(New York, 1940), p. 63.
Welles, The Time for Decision as quoted by Laeseron; Russia
and the Western World, New York: 1945, p. 194.
'^''German White Papers,
^^ Sumner

^^Barbara Ward, Russian Foreign Policy, Oxford Pamphlets on World
Affairs (Oxford, 1940), p. 28.
3

0D. J. Dallin, op.

cit., p.

10.
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Soviet Union and Germany which took a new course in
1939. In 1939, the Soviet Union concluded or renewed a
series of commercial agreements with her neighbors, including France, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Italy.
trade agreement^^ was also concluded between the
United States and the Soviet state.

A

The most important agreement affecting Soviet interwas reached between the USSR and Ger-

national position

many. This agreement provided^^ a 200,000,000 RM financial credit to the Soviet Union was supposed to place orders
within the next two years and Germany was to purchase
goods from the Soviet Union valued at 180,000,000 RM
during the two-year period.

The Soviet leaders maintained that the commercial
agreement with Germany did not indicate any radical
change in their policy. Stalin remarked "We stand for
peace and strengthening of business relations with all countries. That is our position as long as these countries maintain like relations with the Soviet Union and as long as
they make no attempt to trespass on the interests of our
:

country. "^^

When Germany saw

that Great Britain and France
to defend Poland and to stop
her expansion, except in the East, with the possible risk of
war, she was desirous of a free hand to deal with the West.
Ribbentrop, then, became the chief exponent^^ of rapprochement with Russia, He determined to convince Hitler,
the chief opponent of Russia, of the feasibility and desirability of an understanding with the Soviet Union. At the
same time, the Russians were tired of the delaying and
dilatory tactics of the West. In reference to a speech made
by Stalin as early as March 11, 1939, Davies remarks:
"Even more significant he charged that those two countries
in their own interests were inciting Germany to attack the
USSR; that their purposes in this was selfish, to enable
them after the combatants had exhausted themselves to
intervene "in the interest of peace" and dictate the conditions of peace solely on the bases of their own interests. "^^

were ready psychologically

During the time of the Moscow-West Conference, there
Berlin-Moscow Conference in the Russian capital. These two conferences lasted almost two months. On
May 1 of that fateful year, the great exponent of collective

was

also a

security against aggression, Litvinov, resigned^"^ as Secre'^ Bulletin

on the Soviet Union, Vol.

4,

Nos. 16-17, 1939,

p. 33.

"''hoc. cit.

^^Loc.

cit.

^^Readings in Twentieth Century European History, Edited by Alexander Baltzley and A. William Salomone, (New York, 1950), pp. 446-447.
35J. E. Davies, Mission to Moscow (New York, 1941) pp. 437-438.
^''Simonds and

Emeny,

op.

cit., p.

689.
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tary of Foreign Affairs, and was succeeded by Molotov.
This was a clear-cut signal for the West and the rest of the
world that the Soviet Union had embarked on a policy
which would startle the world. On August 23, 1939, the
German-Russian Non-Aggression Pact was signed.**
York, 1939) pp. 135-136.

The signing of this treaty had a serious effect on all of
the great powers of the European world. For Great Britain
it was her greatest diplomatic defeat. For France
it
meant that she was the only great power on the continent
which must stop Hitler, For Germany it meant that she
would not have to fight a war on two fronts at the same
time. For Russia
it signified: (1) removal of the threat
of the capitalistic countries against her; (2) removal of the
fear created by the Anti-Comitern Pact; (3) giving Stalin
a free hand in the Baltic theater; and, (4) putting the
Soviet Union in a favorable bargaining position.^'*'

—

—

—

—

Finally, it appears that the action of the Soviet Union
result of genuine duplicity on the part of the
Russian leaders. On the contrary, the equivocation of the
West, especially Great Britain, with its avowed apathy for
the Soviet System made inevitably a change in the foreign
policy of the Soviets. Consequently, the signing of the Pact
with Germany by the leaders of Russia was viewed as a
better alternative than the British proposals so the Soviets

was not a

;

chose the Germans.

**For complete text
^"^

— See:

Foreign Affairs, Vol.

18,

The British

War

Blue Book, No.

9

October 1939 to July 1940, pp. 203-04.
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(New

GEORGE GERSHWIN:

A

Study of His Style
By

This study

is

L. Allen

Pyke

designed to evaluate the jazz idiom in

George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" in so far as the
form, tonalities and scales, harmonic sonorities, contrapuntal devices and metrical and rhythmic devices are concerned, and to compare the results with the normal usage
of the fore-mentioned devices.

The reasons for this study are two-fold the first, to
appease the personal curiosity of the author, and the second, to satisfy a need for a study of the jazz idiom in the
larger forms of composition.
:

There has been a controversy among people of discern-

ment

as to the suitability of the jazz idiom for the larger
forms of composition. This controversy has centered itself around Gershwin's music since he was the first composer to attempt to use the jazz idiom in serious music.

One school of thought maintained that the jazz idiom
was not a suitable idiom for the larger forms. They firmly
believed that the American composer should not attempt
to express himself through a national idiom; that is, they
felt that a national idiom characteristic of American music
had either nothing new to offer the realm of serious music,
or did not lend itself to manipulation in larger forms.

Another school of thought maintained that jazz was a
suitable idiom for serious music and the adherents of this
school of thought felt that Gershwin had created a link

between the jazz camp and the

intellectuals.

Walter Damrosch says, "Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue'
showed such originality of melodic invention and harmonic
progressions that I strongly felt that he had in him the
possibility of development on more serious lines."^

As a result of this controversy several questions must
be answered. Specifically these questions are: To what
extent was Gershwin's style of writing different from the
classicists in structure, content, and style ? How does he
employ the techniques of the jazz idiom in the larger forms
of composition? What is new and unusual in his music?
What did he borrow from his predecessors? By answering
these questions, a definite conclusion can be reached as to
the suitability of the jazz idiom for the more serious forms
1 Charles Buchanan, "The Natural Music Fallacy," Arts
February, 1924.
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And

Decorations.

\

and furnish a basis for refuting the opinion that jazz
not a suitable idiom for serious music.

is

The scope of this problem is limited to George Gershwin's style in a serious form in comparison to the normal
classical idioms used in larger orchestral forms. The basis
for the comparison will be George Gershwin's "Rhapsody
in Blue." By making this comparison a clear-cut picture
of differentiation will be obtained.
Insofar as the form is concerned, Gershwin's "Rhapis in the category of a binery design due to
the fact that there is a definite line of demarkation between
the first and second sections.

sody in Blue"

The first section is composed of themes which are lively
and vibrant while the second section is predominantly
made up of a warm romantic type theme. The scoring of
the second section is characteristic of Tschaikowsky's technique of scoring, that is, using the low strings and woodwinds in slow romantic passages.

The difference between the two sections is also clearly
marked by the difference in mood and tempo. Also, at the
end of the first section there is a decided halt before the
second section begins. These two factors place the composition on a while in a two-part design, notwithstanding the
fact that there is a transference of themes from one section
to another.

However, the main concern is with the forms used
within the sections. Jazz itself is not a musical form it is
a style of treatment. It is a style in which forms are
developed. In Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" we find that
the variation form is used by the classicists. Even though
there is some resemblance between the two schools, Gersl^win's usage resembles a form of repetitions.
;

Another characteristic of Gershwin's style oi writing
form is concerned is that his phrases are
short and they tend to end abruptly. They do not join one
in so far as the

another as the phrases of the classical idioms of eighteenthcentury writing.

The elasticity of Gershwin's form was primarily due
to the fact that when he composed the "Rhapsody in Blue"
all of the aspects of a formal
design. Just as the English composer wrote unconscious
of form, so did Gershwin. He did not bind himself down
to traditionalism simply because he did not know how. Olin
Downes sum the whole idea up. He says, "Gershwin displayed the immense virtues of his defects as a craftsman,
his lack of musical background, his youthful ignorance of
symphonic usage and tradition and the environment which
fortunately was not that of a standardized institution of

he was not conscious of
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musical learning."^ Gershwin composed the music as he
heard it and not as as any stereotyped design directed him.

Gershwin thinks and composes in fragments. His larger
works are, therefore, hardly more than patches of gorgeous
music. The preceding statement sums up the difference in
conception of Gershwin and the classicists. One thinks or
rather he conceived a composition as a whole, the classicist,
while the other conceived a composition in sections. "Contrasted with composed and more formal music, jazz treats
form as something fluid and living, with an undeterminate
length and content."^

The scalar structure of jazz, especially in so far as it
a product of the harmonic system, shows much European
influence. Gershwin utilizes the techniques of the harmonic
scalar structure of the jazz idiom much more than the
scalar structure of the classicists. Panassie says that the
"Rhapsody in Blue" is not jazz and does not use jazz melodies. Accordingly his conception of this composition is that,
"it is music which dimly resembles jazz only because of
the instrumentation used and still more dimly by reason of
certain bastard tunes distantly related to hot music. "^

is

In the opposite camp, H. H. Haggin, "the first American work to make an impression in the serious form using
the jazz idiom was Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' because
of the excellence of the jazz melodies of which it is com-

posed."^

Here we have two conflicting ideas on the same subHaggin voices the opinion of the modern commercial
jazz musician of the east. The layman today is more familiar with the refined jazz of the modern dance band which
partly accounts for the tremendous ovation the "Rhapsody
iii Blue" receives whenever it is played.®
ject.

On

the whole Gershwin's materials are same as those
The main difference between the two
methods used is the technique of the usage of the materials
at hand.
of the classicists.

One

characteristic of jazz

been common

in

musical forms

which here-to-fore had not
is that of ending phrases

with a seventh or ninth chord.
^

The true

significance of

Merle Armitage, George Gershivin (Longmans, Green and Co., London,

1938), p. 221.

^Frederic Ramsey, Charles Rogers, Charles P. Smith and Russel William, The Jazz Record Book (New York: Smith and Durrell. 1944.) p.
31.

might be remembered that the analysis of jazz made by Panassie
based on Chicago and Kansas City styles and his definitions are in
terms of these styles which to him characterize true jazz.
*It

is

^Haggin, B. H., "Gershwin and our Music" Nation,
^Armitage, Merle,

op., cit.
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this is that we are losing, in part at least, our sense of the
classical modes; our majors and minors become ambiguous;
our tonic and octaves lose their predominance as notes on
which to begin and end tunes. Dissonance, which has crept
into the body of our music, now usurps the one place that

seemed forever secure against

it.

of dissonance in music is not a new aspect
William Byrd of the English Madrigal school was
an innovator as far as dissonances are concerned. Other
composers of later periods used the same sonority as found
in Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," Bach's "Toccata in A
minor", Chopin's "Etude No. 2," and Brahm's "Clarinet
Quintet," second movement, to mention a few. The sonority
in question was the simultaneous employment of the major
and minor third. The harmonic sonorities of Gershwin and
Ceasar Franck are distinctly similar, but they differ in their

The element

in music.

usage.
plain to see that Gershwin did not develop the
he used in the "Rhapsody in Blue." "Jazz,
on an everlasting lookout for novelties, has not hesitated
to appropriate the chords and even the progressions of the
latest modernists."' Gershwin did not adhere to the classical rules for harmonic progressions, although, as forestated, the basic difference is only in the usage.
It is

sonorities that

It has been said that the beauty of the orchestral sonorities and colors was due to Ferde Grofe's proficiency
as an arranger.^ It is true that when the "Rhapsody in

Blue" was orchestrated for the first time it was done by
Ferde Grofe due to the fact that Gershwin was not capable
of orchestrating the composition himself.
Albert Heink Sendry says, "Gershwin did not realize
that the basis for all good music is counterpoint."^ A controversy arises at this point as to the validity of the preceding statement. In the time of Palestrina the preceding
statement would be true, since the basis of the polyphonic
music of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is concerned, the statement is not true. The basis of
the style during these periods up to the present day is the
harmonic system. However, the usage of the contrapuntal
devices is prevalent in much music.

Gershwin takes advantage of the classical techniques
involving contrapuntal devices even though he does not
adhere to the strict contrapuntal rules and methods of the
classicists. His contrapuntal sonorities are not the result
of the contrapuntal lines. They are more or less incidental
'Isaac Goldberg.
1930.)

^Loc.

p.,

Tin

Pan

Alley

cit.,

p. 105.

(New York: John Day and Company,

265.

cit.

^Merle Armitage. op.
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in the voice

movement connecting the

vertical sonorities.

Gershwin did not have any formal training in the mechanics
of counterpoint; therefore, any sonority resulting from his
contrapuntal lines was accidental.

Gershwin does not write conventional counterpoint. He
does use contrapuntal devices to create interest and variety
in his music. In this respect the jazz musicians and the
classicists concur with one another. Rhythm incorporated
with the various contrapuntal devices creates an interest
and variety which is distinctly Gershwin. However, in the
more serious music this characteristic is not stressed as much
as it is in Gershwin's music.

One essential characteristic of jazz music is the employment of rhythmic device. "The most common platitudes
concerning the rhythm of jazz are, the development of the
music is almost exclusively rhythmic, the rhythm is complex or it is simple and monotonous. "^° Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" becomes more complex rhythmically as it is
heard. The beginning is relatively clear and easy to follow,
metrically, but as the composition progresses the rhythms
become more and more complex.
Gershwin's rhythms are somewhat different from those
of the classicist but there is also a similarity between his
techniques and those of the classicists. The main feature
of the isorhythmic motet is prevalent in Gershwin's music,
that is, the employment of a reiterated scheme of timevalues. The idea was originally used for the presentation
of liturgical cantus firmus. It was the logical development
of the modal rhythm of the thirteenth century. Another
characteristic of jazz rhythm, polyrhythms-contrasting
rhythms within the same scheme of accents, was utilized

by the

classicist.

The crux of the matter goes gack to a statement made
on the preceding page, Gershwin was a jazz craftsman.
He used the jazz techniques for creating interest varied
rhythms above, under and around melodic lines. It is true
that the classicist did use rhythmic patterns to create in-

—

rhythm in their compositions was not usually
the prime factor used to create variety in their music. The
classicist built his music upon beautiful melodic lines for
the most part.
terest; but,

"Rhapsody in Blue" there are sections
difficulty pianistic passages containing complex
patterns are evident. These patterns appear to

In Gershwin's

where very

rhythmic
have no bearing upon the composition on the whole. They
give the appearance of having been interjected into the
composition for the purpose of building a climax in pure
^"Jazz Record Book. op.

cit., p.

26.
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rhythmic complexity, where as the
in conjunction with the melody.

classicist

used rhythm

On the whole, rhythm is the chief characteristic of the
''Rhapsody in Blue." Interest is maintained throughout the
entire composition principally by the variation of the
rhythmic patterns and unity is obtained by the repetition
of the melodic lines.
It is difficult to determine what enduring values,
aesthetically, jazz has contributed, because jazz is a conglomeration of many things. This has been true of Gershwin's music. His music is composed of many styles and
adheres to the concepts of both schools jazz and classical.

—

The fragmentary design of the "Rhapsody in Blue"
does not adhere to the classical concept of form; but this
does not prove that this composition is not good music.
Using the nine tone scale of the jazz idiom Gershwin does
not concur with the classical concepts of the tonalities used
in larger forms. However, he utilizes the same eight notes
of a major scale that Bach, Beethoven and Brahms used,
but his methods of usage are quite different. His rhythmic
patterns reflect the characteristics of the rhythmic patters
used by the composer in "Tin Pan Alley."
According to the classical concept, all serious music
must first of all adhere to a formal design. Gershwin's
serious music did not do this. The "Rhapsody in Blue" itself can and does refute this classical concept. In fact it
refutes all of the classical concepts concerning serious music
and yet it is serious music. Since its premiere in 1924 it
has been played by practically every major symphony orchestra in the United States. It has been acclaimed in the
concert halls from Maine to Florida.

Gershwin was an innovator. What he did with melody,
rhythm and harmony in the larger forms of composition
had not been done before his time. His melodies were not
the result of mechanical units, nor of a stereotyped rule,
they reflect the concepts of a composer who lived in music
and expressed everything, serious or not, sound or superficial, by means of music. As Paul Whiteman says, "He
led the way. He has given the finer jazz a firm root
so
firm that others who come after him may carry on his fine
tradition. The 'Gershwin theme' has been inculcated in
the minds of the younger composers, and it is for them to
take it and go forward. "^^

—

^^ Merle

Armitage,

op., cit.
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Some

Reflections on the Contributions

of the Negro to Education
By Maurice

S.

Stokes

made a contribution to eduutilization of much time, effort, and finance
a part of state action. Much educational progress

Admittedly, the Negro has
cation.

The

has been
has been made by non-governmental agencies. It is my
purpose to discuss the development and advancement of
education of governmental and non-governmental agencies
as related to the contribution of the Negro. This is an
integral part of our culture.
In the Ante-Bellum days before 1861, several forces
were important in developing education. Among them is
the plantation where Negroes were trained not only as

farmers but as carpenters, blacksmiths, wheelwrights,
brickmasons, chefs, and laundresses. There were isolated
instances of individuals such as John Chavis, who had a
positive influence on education. Mr. Chavis taught a Latin
Grammar school which had a permanent effect for good
on both Negroes and white people. Such conventions as
the Negro National Convention in Philadelphia^, 1930, and
the State Convention of Ohio-, 1849, adopted resolutions
for the support of education and to aspire to mechanical,
agricultural,

and professional

pursuits.

Our schools have had increasingly a larger and more
complex enrollment^, which has made them more cosmopolitan. Current educational conditions indicate that for
the United States as a whole there are 225,000 public
schools with about 24,000 of them schools for Negroes. In
the seventeen southern states and the District of Columbia,
there are about 2,000,000 pupils enrolled today,-* In 1900,
there were 92 public high schools for Negroes with about
9,000 pupils. By 1951 this number had grown to 2,500 public high schools for Negroes with an enrollment of about
300,000. Less than 1% of the High School enrollment is
in schools of 2,500 or more.^ There are a few high schools
for Negroes such as Sumner High School, St. Louis, in this
class. Approximately seventy-five percent of all high schools
^Herbert Apetheker, A Documentary History of the Negro People In
The United States, (New York: Citadel Press, 1950) p. 114.
'Ibid, p. 278.

^U. S. Office of Education, Statistics of Education of Negroes, 1945-46,
Circular No. 239, (Washington: United States Government Printing
Office, 1948) p. 1-6.
^Ibid, p. 2.

^Alonzo F. Myers, and Clarence O. Williams, Education In a Democracy,
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954) p. 20.

enroll

fewer than 300

teristic of

pupils.

Negroes share

About 2,624 students were enrolled
Negroes

this charac-

smallness with other groups.
in

colleges for

1899-1900 school year; in 1951 there were
74,526 enrolled in 108 colleges with about 6,000 full-time
instructors^ and an income of approximately $55,000,000.^
in the

The Negro has given social direction to education, not
to the extent of imposition, but in accordance with "the
objectives of the enterprise itself, the extent of its jurisdiction, its structural organization, the materials and personnel
which may be necessary or useful in promoting its purposes."^ Our educational system deals directly with people.
Negroes create, execute, and improve schools. Schools were
established in the Social Order for its own protection and
betterment; education's essential progress has been performed by Negroes and other articulate groups. This is
suggestive of the fact that Negroes have influenced the
educational system, and the educational systems has influenced their action. Reciprocal social interaction is obvious.
Negroes, other racial and ethnic groups have developed a
system of education which could be classified as general
education, education for specific vocations, education for
research and scholarship, education for the professions.
Because of the limited space, I shall epitomize only one
phase of education for the professions, which is "The Rise
of Teacher Training for Negroes."^ After 1741, the Society
for the Promotion of the Gospel to Foreign Parts established
a school in Charleston. Minor Academy, Washington, D. C,
was started in 1851. An agency for teacher training was
the Freedman's Bureau. "In 1870 there were 2,677 day and
night schools with 3,300 teachers, of whom 1,800 were
Negroes, and 149,581 pupils in attendance. "^^ During the
five years of existence of the Bureau, a good proportion
of 61/2 million dollars was spent for schools. Missionary
and religious organizations were helpful. Several of them
were the American Missionary Society of the Congregational Church, The Freeman's Bureau of the Methodist
Church, the American Baptist Home Missionary Society.
Private Philanthropy includes the Peabody Fund, 1867, the
S. Office of Education, Statistics of Negro Colleges and Universities: Students, Staff, and Finances, 1900-1950, Circular 293, (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1951) p. 1.
*'U.

^Jessie P.

Guzman, and

Affecting Negro Life,

others,

Negro Yearbook:

(New York: Wm. H. Wise &

A

Review of Events

Co., Inc., 1952) p. 221.

^Nelson Henry, "Contributions of Research In Public Administration

To Educational Administration," Educational Administration: A Survey
of Progress, Problems, and Needs, (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1946) p. 76.
'^Reid E. Jackson,

Negro Education,

"Rise of Teacher Training For Negroes," Journal of
Vol. VII (October, 1938) p. 540-48.

^°Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public Education in the United States,
cago: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1934) p. 439.
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John

F. Slater Fund. 1882, The General Education Fund,
1903, Phelps-Stokes Fund of 1908, and the Rosenwald Fund,
1915, together with other funds.^^

Normals were established in Louisville, St. Louis,
Richmond, and Little Rock. Rapid expansion of the Land
Grant College^- and other colleges is the last factor that
will be mentioned. All of the Negro Land Grant Colleges
have their predominant emphasis upon teacher education. ^^
Most of the students in these colleges take their majors in
the Aiii^ and Sciences or in Education. In the areas of
Agriculture, Mechanical Arts and Home Economics, the
City

principal emphasis

is

the preparation of teachers in these

At Atlanta University in 1869, pedagogy' was offered and by 1885 they had granted 41 Bachelor's degrees

fields.

and 106 normal

cei-tificates.^-

General awards, honors and distinctions have been
numerous for the Negro in education when the following
are considered :'^° A Nobel Peace Pi'ize, Sculpture and
Sports awards, appointment to the National Housing Research Advisory Commission, elections to local Boards of
Education, and sharing the international teacher exchange.

Other activities include suiwej'ing foreign educational systems, teaching in large biracial universities, becoming a
diplomat of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery,
and a fellowship in the International College of Surgeons.

Negroes have excelled in the development of Extralegal or Non-Governmental agencies for the creation and
control of education. The term extra legal is not to be
confused with illegal. In many instances, these agencies
are created by educators themselves. Again, reciprocity
seems to be the rule for their relationship with the educational system. They fulfill a useful purpose and need, interpret the policy of the school to citizens, give scholarships, exhibit mutual ti'ust, sincerity, and responsibility. The
classification includes Pi'ofessional organizations, schoolhome associations, non-academic organizations, endowed
foundations, denominational boards, and accrediting associations.^^

Professional organizations would include

:

The

Conference of Pi'esidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges,
^Hbid, 437 ff.
^-U. S. Office of Education, Statistics of the Land Grant Colleges and
Universities : year ending June 30, 1953, Bulletin No. 8, (Washington:
United States Government Printing Office, 1954) p. 1-49.
^•'Doxey Wilkerson, Special Problems of Segro Education, Prepared for
th^ Advisory Committee on Education, C Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1939) p. 73.

i-Willard Range, The Rise and Progress of Xegro Colleges in Georgia,
1865-19^9, (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1951) p. 31.

Guzman, and others. Op. cit., p. 362 ff.
and C. H. Judd, The American Educational System,
(Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1940) p. 147 ff.

1 ^Jessie

P.

^^J. D. Eussell,
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State Teachers Association, the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Associations, the American Teachers Association.

Non-academic organizations are the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History, the National Urban Lea-

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, American Council on Human Rights, the National Negro Business League. Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, National Banking Association, religious organizations, and the National Negro Insurance Association.^'
Endowed foundations, such as the Slater Fund, have been
mentioned in connection with Teacher Training. ParentTeachers Associations for Negroes have functioned on a
local, state, regional, and national basis. In addition to
performing a major role in higher education, Denominational Boards have contributed much to private elementary
and secondary schools. Private boards control over fifty
percent of the colleges for Negroes. -= Many of these are
denominational. Meharry Medical College is privately controlled. Negroes have participated in the accrediting associations for the last few decades in either a direct or indirect way. Especially is this true for the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern
States. Accreditation for Negroes as well as other groups
has attempted to develop criteria that determine the quality
of education of a given school. There attention has been
focused upon the staff, instruction, community relationship,
physical features, and other factors.
gue,

Again, because of the limited space. I should Kke to
mention the work of only one of the extra-legal or nongovernmental agencies with a few details. This is a proThe American Teachers Association
fessional agency.
"Joint Action Toward Unity." N.E.A. .Journal, November.
1952. indicates that 80.000 Negro Teachers constitute a potential membei'ship increase for the N.E.A.^^ Many northem and western Negro teachers have been members. Since
1904 there has been the agency of the American Teachers
Association, formerly the National Association of Teachers
in Colored Schools. Equality of educational opportunity and
equal professional status for every teacher are advocated.
Since 1926. a joint N.E.A. and American Teachers Association Committee has existed, which has discussed textbooks,
minority treatment in films and audio-visual media, federal
aid, equalization programs, minority group representatives
on the N.E.A. program: interculture with the N.E.A.. office
of education, and the American Teachers Association also,
cooperation with bi-racial institutions. The official periodi;

^

"Jessie P.

is/ixuf, p.

Guzman, and

others. Op.,

cit.,

p.

375

ff.

224.

-^Walter Ridley, "Joint Action Towards Unity,"
vember. 1952 p. 511-512.
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American Teachers Association, The Bulletin,
May, 1954, discussed the Legal Status of segregated
schools. 2^ Recent court decisions, when compared with legal
bi-racial school policies around 1800 in many sections of
the United States, are more liberalized and indicate that
cal of the

Part

I,

educational barriers are being eliminated. Other periodiwith a national rating, have discussed 1954 court
decisions and public opinion-- which have denounced the
time honored maxim "separate but equal" for units in education. These declarations have been mentioned as the most
important social decision since 1860.
cals, ^^

Problems of the population, urbanization, industrialicommercial and economical importance have demanded attention. More specific issues which have required
leadership and group dynamics include numerous inventions, changes in family life, the passing of the frontier,
governmental issues, the creation of wealth, migration of
Negroes, religious and ethical questions. These and other
problems have been shared in common, and they have had
a certain uniqueness for the Negro. I should like to mention only one of these, migration, with its direct relationzation,

ship to education.

The migration of the Negro is a social force that has
affected education. ^^ In 1890 more than 90% of all Negroes
lived in the South; this number was 68% in 1950. In 1910
the Negro constituted 30% of the population of the South;
by 1950 they constituted 22%. From 1910 to 1950 the
proportion of the northern population of Negroes increased
from 2 to 5% or from over a million to 4 million. During
the decade of the forties, the population increased 234.4%
in the far west.-^ Of the 15 million Negroes living in the
United States in 1950, about 62% were in Urban areas;
17% in non-rural areas and 21% in rural areas. This issue
has been considered by educators in the Negro race and of
necessity'' must continue to claim their attention. A partial
answer is education in the public schools for those who
remain in rural areas, education for those who filter into
business and industry or education for those who are going
to college. At the college level, general education appears
to be relevant and vocational education which is diversified
in application.
"American Teachers Association, "The Legal Status
Schools", The Bulletin, Part I, (May, 1954) p. 1-20.
2

2^C. A.

of

Segregated

McKnight, "The Desegregation Ruling," School Executive, Vol.

LXXIV, (January,

1955) p. 82-85.
^-Charles Thompson, "Reargument of Educational Segregation Cases,"
Journal of Negro Education, Vol. XXIII (Fall, 1954) p. 453-454.
^^C. A. Chick, "Recent Southern Industrialization and Its Complications
for Negroes In the South," Journal of Negro Education, Vol. XXII (Fall,
1953) p. 476-483.
^^Newton Edwards, "Educational News and Editorial Comment," Elementary School Journal, Vol. LIV (January, 1954) p. 255-56.
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From the statements that have been made, it can be
seen that the educational contribution of the Negro has
been made in enrollment, different types of schools, Teacher
Training, and various agencies. Education of the Negro is
a factor that should be considered in understanding the
well-being of the state. If it is neglected the state suffers.
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